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December 1, 195^
To the Members of the Civil Service Commission:
This report covers the period from December 1, 19^9 to December 1,
1950.
One of the greatest long-range accomplishments of the year has been 
the securing of considerable additional space in the basement of the 
State House. This space has been needed for several years. While it 
is not sufficient to provide the necessary space to properly house all 
of our sub-divisions, it will give us great relief in most of them. We 
shall be able to proceed with punch-card certifications for a great many 
services and as soon as the necessary filing equipment can be obtained, 
rearrange our filing plan to a more modern system.
During the year we have continued our process of reducing the num­
ber of provisional appointments and increasing the number of appointments 
from civil service lists. This reduction was made in spite of the fact 
that many examinations still do not produce sufficient eligible lists to 
eliminate all the provisionals in the grade for which the examination is 
held. This necessitates the repetition of examinations, which of course, 
increases the already heavy load on the Examination Bureau.
In connection with examinations, we have conducted conferences with 
associations of professional personnel and with representatives of the 
educational institutions of the Commonwealth. Many problems with ref­
erence to establishment of proper standards have been solved and we look 
forward to continued success in our relations with these groups.
CLASSIFICATION AND WELFARE COMPENSATION
In 1885 at the beginning of civil service in Massachusetts, "class­
ification" meant only jurisdictiono.l classification. In other words, if 
a position was "classified", it was subject to the operation of the 
Civil Service Law and Rules.
That part of the Civil Service Law (section 2A, paragraph b) which 
authorized the Director of Civil service to establish classification 
plans for positions in every city and town which are subject to the 
Civil Service Law was passed in 1939» This permitted the position to 
be "classified" by providing it with a title descriptive of its duties 
in a plan with an orderly arrangement of such titles. Since that date, 
complete classification plans covering all positions which are subject 
to civil service have been established for 2 6 5 cities and towns, and 
plans for parts of the service of the remaining cities and towns have 
been established for all welfare departments, all school custodians, and 
several miscellaneous departments, such as municipal light departments, 
Boston City Hospital, Boston Long Island Hospital, and the like.
Work has been completed this year, or is pending at the present 
time on the establishment of a complete classification plan for all 
employees in 37 municipalities.
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Whenever any town votes to accept the provisions of the Civil 
Service Law with reference to its official or labor service, or both, 
a classification plan is forthwith established at the same time the 
ratings and seniority dates of employees are fixed in accordance with 
the provisions of General Laws, Chapter 3 >^ section b'jk. Such a plan 
has been established for the town of Franklin which voted at its annual 
town election in 1950 to accept the provisions of the civil service law 
with respect to its official and labor services, thereby bringing under 
civil service all the positions in the town not previously classified by 
acceptance of single sections of the lav/.
A classification plan was also established for the entire service of 
the city of Attleboro. In this case, the labor service had been brought 
under civil service by vote of the City Council as provided in the civil 
service law. At the time of the establishment of the classification plan, 
steps were taken as required by law whenever any position is brought under 
civil service by statute or by rule.
In 19^7, section 108a was added to Chapter of the General Laws. 
This section authorizes towns to adopt a salary classification plan for 
positions in the service of the towns, making a third type of "classifi­
cation". This section has now been amended to include cities. Action 
has been taken by several municipalities under this section, which affects 
all positions regardless of whether or not they are subject to the opera­
tion of the Civil Service Law and Rules.
The town of Arlington at a special town meeting late in 19^9 voted 
to adopt position and salary classification plans as provides! in section 
108A of Chapter 1+1. Work on a proposed classification plan had been 
already begun, and was completed during the year covered by this report.
Plans have been discussed with the City of Boston towards the re­
classification of civil service positions in that city. This is urgently 
needed and the Division has offered its full assistance in this matter.
The classification plan for Pittsfield, has also bean amended where 
necessary for conformity with a salary classification plan adopted by a 
revision of the city ordinances as provided in section 108A of Chapter *+1.
Salary ranges for positions in welfare departments subject to the 
provisions of the Welfare Compensation Plan have been revised upward to 
include changes made necessary because of city-wide permanent increases 
in salary. The number of municipalities continuing to give cost-of-living 
increases or bonuses has steadily decreased.
Considerable progress has 
toward bringing up-to-date all 
easy task since the records of 
thousand different departments
been made in the payx'oll and record bureaus 
records of the Division. This is not an 
several thousands of employees in two 
are maintained by this department.
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Many statistical records must be kept and a very considerable volume 
of daily mail handled in connection with such records. It has been de­
cided to begin in the new fiscal year a sub-division of all appointments 
in the following categories:
Administrative & Clerical 
Agriculture & Conservation 
Construction, Engineering 
& Mechanical 
Custodian & Domestic
We are continuing to check employment records of employees in the 
various cities and towns and to bring into uniformity the records of 
various municipalities with the records of the Division of Civil Service.
Education & Library 
Public Health & Welfare 
Public Safety & Utilities 
Labor Service
The Labor Bureau has been able to accomplish the transfer of all 
State labor certifications to an International Business Machine system.
This was a very considerable ta.sk requiring a new canvass of all appli­
cants on the basis of information which could be recorded on the punch- 
card system, a verification of all replies and the actual preparation of 
the cards for control of certification on the new system, xn addition 
to the canvassing, a new form of application, in which tne {applicant him­
self could indicate exactly his preference in the matter of certification, 
which could be transferred to the punch card, was prepared. This form has 
proven to be very satisfactory. The results will be well worth the effort 
we have put into it, since we will be able to certify automatically to 
fifty different locations on the basis of either temporary or permanent 
positions, for thirty different kinds of unskilled labor, and one hundred 
and fifty different kinds of skilled labor. We should be able to elimin­
ate the delays which were inevitable with the former system. Following 
the adoption of a classification plan for Boston, which is now planned, 
it is proposed to certify all labor to the city ox Boston by means of 
this same equipment.
The number of applications for the various positions has overtaxed 
our filing system to a point that a study was made of microfilming, and 
as a result of this study, all application records up to 19^0 have been 
microfilmed. This also eliminated the necessity of the purchase of new 
files and the securing of additional space in which to keep the new mate­
rial which we are required to keep on file.
We have participated in "Career Days" in the public and private 
schools of the State on an ever expanding basis. Approximately thirty- 
five visits were made to groups of students in all parts of the common­
wealth to explain the opportunities in civil service. We are certain 
that we have interested many of these young students in civil service as 
a career.
Vie are in the process of reviewing both the fire manual and the 
police manual published by the Division of Civil Service* The present form 
of fire manual has met with much Commendation and wo are proposing to have 
a very thorough review prior to the reprinting of it in the coming year.
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We have inaugurated the plan of checking the finger prints of all 
applicants for police departments with the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
The officers of that Bureau have been most helpful in all steps of the 
procedure.
This Division continues to hope that the fiscal policy of the State, 
which is now attended by real problems in the matter of taxation, will 
permit the assignment of more and more funds to the Division of Civil 
Service to permit it to expand along lines of greater research, more 
training of persons in the public service and the greater speeding up 
of all its activities. It is not going to be easy for the Legislative 
or Executive department to provide these funds, but we shall urge the 
advisability of increasing appropriations as an economy rather than an 
expense to the State in the hope that some valuable results will be 
obtained.
Considerable cooperation has been given the Division of Civil 
Service by both public and private organizations and groups and we are 
very grateful to them for the assistance rendered.
I wish to extend to the Commission, the members of the Legislature, 
the Executive Offices of the Commonwealth, the members of the Press, and 
to the employees of this Division, my sincere thanks for the valuable 
assistance rendered by them during the past year.
MAC:MH
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LEGISLATION
Veteran Legislation
CHAPTER 1^9
AN ACT EXTENDING THE TIMS DURING WHICH VETERANS OF WORLD WAR II 
SHALL BE ELIGIBLE IN CERTAIN CASES TO TAKE CIVIL SERVICE EXAMIN­
ATIONS NOTWITHSTANDING ANY AGE REQUIREMENTS.
This legislation is an amendment to Chapter *4*40 of the Acts of 
19^5 which extended the age limit for the taking of examinations 
for veterans who were of the required age when they entered the 
military or naval service. The 19*45 act allowed veterans to 
apply within three years after date of honorable discharge, if, 
at the time of entry into military or naval service, the appli­
cant was of proper age to qualify for such examination. This Act 
gives veterans a period of five years after honorable discharge 
to apply for examinations for which they would have been eligible 
prior to their entry into military or naval service.
CHAPTER 289
AN ACT FURTHER DEFINING THE WORD "VETERAN" UNDER THE VETERANS' 
PREFERENCE PROVISIONS OF THE CIVIL SERVICE LAW.
This legislation amends General Laws, Chapter 31, section 21, by 
providing that in order to obtain preference as a veteran of 
World War II under the Massachusetts law, applicants must have 
served on or before December 31, 19*46»
CHAPTER 51*4
AN ACT CLARIFYING THE La W PROVIDING FOR LEAVE OF ABSENCE FOR 
CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES WHO ARE VETERANS AND ATTEND SCHOOL OR 
COLLEGE OR ARE EMPLOYE.;) IP "ON THE JOB" TRAINING, SO CALLED,
UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE R. I. BILL OR RIGHTS, SO CALLED.
This legislation amends Chapter 228 of the Acts of 19*48, which 
provides for leaves of absence without loss of civil service 
rights to all permanent civil service employees who are veterans, 
to attend school or college or are employed on "on the job" train­
ing under the G. I. Bill of Rights, so called, so that reinstate­
ment rights will apply to those permanent civil service employees 
who left their office or employment for these purposes prior to 
July 1*4, 19*48, and who are employed or reinstated within one year 
after such education or training.
Legislation Affecting 
Chapter 31 of the General Laws
CHAPTER 376
AN ACT RELATIVE TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF TEE SENIORITY DATE IN 
CONNECTION WITH POSITIONS BROUGHT UNDER CIVIL SERVICE.
This legislation amends General Laws, Chapter 31; section *47A, 
as amended by Chapter 278 of the Acts of 19*48, by providing 
where a permanent officer or employee had formerly occupied in 
the same department a non-civil service position which is sub»- 
sequently brought under civil service by statute, or by rule,
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or by acceptance of provisions of this chapter or any other statute 
by a city or town, the seniority date of such officer or employee 
shall be the earliest date of continuous employment which has not 
been interrupted by an absence from the pay roll. However, when 
an incumbent acquires or has acquired by statute permanent civil 
service status in an office or position which previous to the 
effective date of such act had been placed within the official or 
labor service by the provisions of this chapter or by any other 
statute, or by rule, or by acceptance of provisions of this chap­
ter or any other statute by a city or town, the seniority date of 
such incumbent shall be the effective date of such statute, unless 
otherwise specifically provided therein.
CHAPTER 385
AN ACT RELATIVE TO THE POSTING OF CERTAIN LISTS OF CIVIL SERVICE 
EMPLOYEES.
This Act provides that the list which is required to be submitted 
to the Director of Civil Service on or before March first in each 
year by every appointing officer containing the names of officers 
and employees in his department who are civil service employees 
and setting forth the title of the class and grade of the office 
or position of each such officer and employee and his seniority, 
shall be signed and posted by every appointing authority in a 
prominent place in the department for inspection during the year 
by the labor group,
CHAPTER 397
AN ACT EXEMPTING SCHOOL TRAFFIC SUPERVISORS AND OTHERS WHO ARE 
NOT MEMBERS OF TEE REGULAR POLICE FORCE, AND WHO ARE DOING INTER­
MITTENT POLICE WORK PROTECTING SCHOOL CHILDREN GOING TO AND FROM 
SCHOOL, FROM THE CIVIL SERVICE LAWS AND RULES.
This legislation amends section 5 of Chapter 31 of the General 
Laws, as amended, by providing that the civil service law and 
rules shall not apply to school traffic supervisors or persons 
not members of the regular police force who are doing only inter­
mittent work protecting school children going to and from school.
Legislation Placing Certain 
Positions under Civil Service
CHAPTER 86
AN ACT AUTHORIZING THE PLACING OF THE OFFICE OF CHIEF OF POLICE 
OF THE TOWN OF SUDBURY UNDER THE CIVIL SERVICE LAWS.
This legislation places the office of Chief of Police of the 
town of Sudbury under civil service classification and provides 
that the tenure of office of any incumbent thereof shall be 
unlimited, subject however, to said civil service laws, but the 
person holding said office on the effective date of this act shall 
continue to serve therein only until the expiration of his term of 
office unless prior thereto he passes a qualifying examination to 
which he shall be subjected by the Division of Civil Service. It 
also provides that this act be subject to acceptance by the voters 
of said town.
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CHAPTER 150
AN ACT RELATIVE TO THE CIVIL SERVICE STATUS OF THE HEALTH INSPECTOR 
IN THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT OF THE CITY OF LYNN.
This Act provides that the provisional incumbent ox the position of 
Health Inspector in the Health Department of the city of Lynn, 
shall be considered to be properly classified under civil service 
law and rules and that his tenure of office shall be unlimited, 
subject to his passing a qualifying examination to which he shall 
be subjected by the Division of Civil Service. Upon passing said 
examination, he shall be deemed to be permanently appointed without 
serving any probationary period.
This Act is subject to acceptance by the City Council of Lynn.
CHAPTER 219
AN ACT AUTHORIZING THE PLACING OF THE OFFICE OF CHIEF OF POLICE OF 
THE TOWN OF WSSTBOROUGH UNDER THE CIVIL SERVICE LAWS.
This legislation classifies under civil service the office of Chief 
of Police of the town of Westborough and provides that the tenure 
of office of any incumbent thereof shall be unlimited, subject 
however, to said civil service law and rules, but the person holding 
said office on the effective date of this act shall continue to 
serve therein only until the expiration of his term of office, un­
less prior thereto he passes a qxialifying examination to which he 
shall be subjected by the Division of Civil Service.
It further provides that this act be subject to acceptance by the 
voters of said town at a town meeting called for the purpose.
CHAPTER 2kk
AN ACT RELATIVE TO TEE CIVIL SERVICE STATUS OF THE SAFETY INSPECTOR 
IN THE BUILDING INSPECTOR'S OFFICE IN THE CITY OF LAWRENCE.
This Act provides that the person who is employed as a Safety 
Inspector in the Building Inspector’s office in the city of Lawrence, 
shall, on the effective date of this act, become subject to the civil 
service law and rules and his tenure of office shall be unlimited, 
subject, however, to said laws, but he shall be subjected by the 
Division of Civil Service to a qualifying examination, and upon 
passing said examination shall be certified for said position and 
shall be deemed to be permanently appointed without serving any pro­
bationary period.
This Act is subject to acceptance by the City Council of the city 
of Lawrence.
CHAPTER 278
AN ACT PLACING THE INCUMBENT OF THE OFFICE OF VETERAN SERVICE PHY­
SICIAN IN THE DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS' SERVICES OF THE CITY OF 
BOSTON UNDER THE CIVIL SERVICE LAWS AND RELATIVE TO THE RETIREMENT 
RIGHTS OF THE INCUMBENT OF SAID POSITION.
This Act provided, that' tie incumbent of the office of Veteran Service 
Physician in the Department of Veterans' Services of the city of 
Boston shall be considered to be properly classified under civil 
service law and rules on the effective date of this act, and that 
his tenure of office and the tenure of office of any subsequent 
incumbent shall bo unlimited subject to civil service law and rules. 
It further provides that the incumbent must pass a qualifying exam­
ination to which he shall be subjected by the Division of Civil
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Service. Upon passing said examination, he shall be deemed to be 
permanently appointed thereto without serving any probationary period. 
This Act is subject to acceptance by the City Council of the city of 
Boston within one year from the date of its passage.
CHAPTER 311
AN ACT PLACING THE INCUMBENT OF THE POSITION OF SENIOR REGISTRAR IN 
THE MUNICIPAL EMPLOYMENT BUREAU OF THE CITY OF BOSTON UNDER THE CIVIL 
SERVICE LAWS AND RULES.
This Act provides that the provisional incumbent of the position of 
Senior Registrar in the Municipal Employment Bureau of the city of 
Boston shall be considered to be properly classified under civil 
service laws and rules as a Junior Employment Registrar, subject to 
his passing a qualifying examination to which he shall be subjected 
by the Division of Civil Service. Upon passing said examination, he 
shall be deemed to be permanently appointed without serving any pro­
bationary period.
This Act is subject to acceptance by the City Council of the city of 
Boston.
CHAPTER 3^1
AN ACT RELATIVE TO THE CIVIL SERVICE STATUS OF BERNARD JOHANSEN, AN 
EMPLOYEE IN THE BUILDING DEPARTMENT OF THE CITY OF SPRINGFIELD.
This Act provides that the provisional incumbent of the position of 
Inspector in the Building Department of the city of Springfield 
shall be considered to be properly classified under civil service 
law and rules, and that his tenure of office shall be unlimited, 
subject, however, to his passing a qualifying examination to which 
he shall be subjected by the Division of Civil Service. Upon his 
passing said examination, he shall be deemed to be permanently 
appointed without serving any probationary period,
This Act is subject to acceptance by the City Council of the city 
of Springfield, in the current year.
CHAPTER 3*42
AN ACT TO AUTHORIZE THE PLACING OF THE OFFICE OF BUILDING INSPECTOR 
OF THE CITY OF BEVERLY UNDER THE CIVIL SERVICE LAWS.
This legislation provides that the office of Building Inspector of 
the city of Beverly shall, upon the effective date of this act, 
become properly classified under civil service law and rules 
and the tenure of office of any incumbent thereof shall be unlim­
ited, subject, however, to said laws. The incumbent of said office 
on said effective date shall be subjected to a qualifying examination 
for said office by the Division of Civil Service, and if he passes, 
shall be deemed to be permanently appointed to the office without 
serving any probationary period.
■^ t also provides that this Act is subject to acceptance by the voters 
of Beverly at the next city election.
CHAPTER 348
AN ACT PLACING THE OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT 
OF THE TOWN OF LEE UNDER THE CIVIL SERVICE LAWS.
This legislation provides that the office of the Chief Engineer of 
the Fire Department in the town of Lee shall, upon the effective date 
of this act, become properly classified under civil service law and
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rules, and that the tenure of office of any incumbent thereof shall 
be unlimited, subject, however, to said civil service laws and rules, 
but the incumbent of said office on said effective date shall continue 
to serve therein, provided he passes a qualifying examination to which 
he shall be subjected by the Division of Civil Service.
CHAPTER 352.
AN aCT PLACING THE INCUMBENT OF THE POSITION OF SUBSTITUTE MATRON IN 
THE POLICE DEPARTMENT IN THE CITY OF WORCESTER, MARY C. HAYES, UNDER 
CIVIL SERVICE LAWS AND RULES.
This legislation provides that Mary C. Hayes, the incumbent of the 
position of substitute matron in the police department of the City 
of Worcester, shall be considered to be properly classified under 
civil service laws and rules, subject to her passing a qualifying 
examination to which she shall be subjected by the Division of Civil 
Service. Upon passing said examination, she shall be deemed to be 
permanently appointed without serving any probationary period._
This act is subject to acceptance by the City Council of the City of 
Worcester*
CHAPTER 1+17.
AN ACT RELATIVE TO THE EXPENDITURE OF FUNDS FOR THE SCHOOL LUNCH 
PROGRAM.
This legislation, by its wording, places under civil service persons 
employed on school lunch programs,
CHAPTER 737.
AN ACT AUTHORIZING THE PLACING OF THE OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT OR 
ENGINEER OF THE WATER DEPARTMENT IN THE TOWN OF MEDWAY UNDER THE CIVIL 
SERVICE LAWS.
This legislation provides that the office of superintendent or engineer 
of the water department of the town of Medway shall, upon the effec­
tive date of this act, become properly classified under civil service 
laws and rules, and the tenure of office of the present incumbent 
shall be unlimited, subject however to said civil service laws and 
rules, provided, that he shall pass a qualifying examination, to which 
he shall be subjected by the Division of Civil Service.
CHAPTER 46l.
AN ACT SUBJECTING CERTAIN EMPLOYEES OF THE DIVISION OF EMPLOYMENT 
SECURITY TO THE CIVIL SERVICE LAWS.
This act amends Chapter 773 oi the Acts of 197-9, which gave permanent 
civil service status to certain employees in the Division of Employ­
ment Security, by providing that persons who were tranferred from the 
United States Employment Service on November fifteenth, nineteen 
hundred and forty-six, rather than November sixteenth, nineteen hun­
dred and forty-six, shall be given permanent status, provided they 
pass a qualifying examination to which they shall be subjected by the 
Division of Civil Service.
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CHAPTER 582.
AN ACT GIVING CIVIL SERVICE STATUS TO THE PRESENT INCUMBENT OF THE 
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF POLICE OF THE TOWN OF WRENTHAM.
This act provides that the present incumbent of the office of chief 
of police of the town of Wrentham, shall be considered to be properly 
classified under civil service laws and rules and his tenure of office 
shall be unlimited subject to his passing a qualifying examination 
to which he shall be subjected by the Division of Civil Service.
CHAPTER 590.
AN ACT RELATIVE TO THE CIVIL SERVICE STATUS OF ELEVATOR INSPECTORS 
IN THE BUILDING DEPARTMENT OF THE CITY OF BOSTON.
This act provides that the persons holding the offices of elevator 
inspectors in the building department of the city of Boston on the 
effective date of this act, and who have held offices for not less 
than four and one half years prior to said date, shall be considered 
to be properly classified under civil service law and rules and that 
their tenure of office shall be unlimited subject to their passing 
a qualifying examination to which they shall be subjected by the 
Division of Civil Service. Upon passing said examination, they shall 
be deemed to be permanently appointed without serving any probationary 
period.
This act is subject to acceptance by the city council of the City of 
Boston.
CHAPTER 609.
AN ACT RELATIVE TO CIVIL SERVICE STATUS OF INVESTIGATORS IN THE 
EMPLOYMENT OF THE ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES CONTROL COMMISSION.
This act provides that the provisional incumbents of the position of 
investigator in the Alcoholic Beverages Control Commission on the 
effective date of this act, shall be considered to be properly clas­
sified under civil service laws and rules and that their tenure of 
office shall be unlimited subject to their passing a qualifying 
examination to which they shall be subjected by the Division of Civil 
Service. Upon passing said examination, they shall be deemed to be 
permanently appointed without serving any probationary period.
CHAPTER 691.
AN ACT PLACING UNDER CIVIL SERVICE THE POSITIONS OF EXECUTIVE 
SECRETARY, ATTORNEYS aND EXAMINERS IN THE LABOR RELATIONS 
COMMISSION.
This legislation places the positions of executive secretary, 
attorneys and examiners in the labor relations commission upon the 
effective date of the act under the civil service laws and rules, 
and provides that the tenure of office of the incumbents of these 
positions shall be unlimited, subject, however, to said laws and 
rules, provided they pass qualifying examinations.
CHAPTER 70U.
AN ACT PLACING CERTAIN POSITIONS IN THE DIVISION OF EMPLOYMENT 
SECURITY UNDER THE CIVIL SERVICE LAWS.
The positions in the classified labor service of the division of 
employment security shall, upon the effective date of this act be­
come subject to the civil service laws and rules and the tenure of
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office of any incumbents thereof shall be unlimited subject, how 
ever, to said civil service laws and rules.
CHAPTER 719.
AN ACT TO AUTHORIZE THE PLACING 
THE TO'./N OF LANCASTER UNDER THE
OF THE OFFICE OF CHIEF OF POLICE OF 
CIVIL SERVICE LAWS.
This legislation places the office of Chief of Police of the Town of 
Lancaster under the civil service law and rules and provides that the 
tenure of office of the incumbent thereof shall be unlimited but that 
the person holding the office on the effective date of the act shall 
continue to serve therein only until the expiration of his term of 
office unless prior thereto he passes a non-competitive, qualifying 
examination to be given by the Division of Civil Service.
It also -provides that this act is subject to acceptance by the voters 
at the next annual town meeting.
CHAPTER 7l!-3.
AN ACT RELTIVE TO THE CIVIL SERVICE STATUS OF ERNEST T. CUNNINGHAM,
AN EMPLOYEE OF THE BOARD OF EXAMINERS OF PLUMBERS.
This legislation gave permanent status to Ernest T. Cunningham as an 
investigator of plumbers, subject to his passing a qualifying examina­
tion.
Upon passing this examination, he shall be deemed to be permanently 
appointed without being required to serve any probationary period.
CHAPTER 786.
AN ACT ALLOWING CERTAIN PERSONS IN THE EMPLOY OF TEE DEPARTMENT OF 
CONSERVATION TO TAKE QUALIFYING EXAMINATIONS.
The incumbents of the positions of boat captain, boatswain-engineer, 
and boatswain in the department of conservation who were serving 
therein on July first, nineteen hundred and forty-nine, were placed 
under civil service subject to passing qualifying examinations.
CHAPTER 787.
AN ACT PLACING THE OFFICE OF DIRECTOR OF THE DIVISION OF WATERWAYS 
UNDER THE CIVIL SERVICE LAWS.
The office of director of the division of waterways in the department 
of public works was placed under civil service by this legislation.
It provides that the incumbent shall be deemed to be permanently 
appointed without serving any probationary period, and his tenure 
of office shall be unlimited, provided he passes a qualifying exami­
nât ion.
Other Legislation
CHAPTER 312.
AN ACT AUTHORIZING THE RESTORATION OF A CERTAIN PERSON TO THE 
ELIGIBLE LIST FOR POLICE OFFICERS IN THE CITY OF HOLYOKE.
This legislation provides that James J. Stack shall be restored to 
the existing eligible list for police entrance service in the city 
of Holyoke without examination and in accordance with the civil 
service laws and rules, for the remainder of the period of eligi­
bility of the existing eligible list.
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This legislation is subject to acceptance in the current year by vote 
of the City Council.
CHAPTER ^36,
AN ACT PROVIDING THAT THE POSITIONS ON CALL FIREMAN IN THE TO>JN OF 
STOUGHTON SHALL NOT BE SUBJECT TO THE CIVIL SERVICE LAWS AND RULES 
WITH RESPECT TO APPOINTMENTS MADE HEREAFTER.
This legislation exempts from civil service laws and rules the^ 
positions of call firemen in the Town of Stoughton, which arc 00 be 
filled after the effective date of the act.
CHAPTER ^65»
AN ACT RELATIVE TO THE CIVIL SERVICE STATUS OF CERTAIN EMPLOYEES IN 
THE DEPARTMENT OF CORPORATIONS AND TAXATION.
This act provides that any employees in the Department of Corporations 
and Taxation, who, upon the effective date of this act has had perma­
nent civil service status in said department for five or more years^ 
and who is presently serving in a position to which he was temporarily 
transferred one or more years prior to the effective date of this act, 
shall be considered eligible to take the next competitive promotional 
examination for said position, which examination shall also be open 
to all employees who have had permanent civil service status in the 
department for five or more years and who have status in equal or 
higher grade for one or more years to those employees temporarily 
transferred, as well as to those employees who are eligible for such 
examination under the provisions of Chapter 31 the General Laws.
CHAPTER
An A cT RELATING TO THE TIME FOR THE PLACING OF THE POSITIONS OF THE 
REGULAR OR PERMANENT MEMBERS OF THE POLICE FORCE OF THE TOWN OF 
HOLLISTON UNDER THE CIVIL SERVICE LAWS.
In 19I+9, the Town of Holliston accepted the provisions of Chapter ¡+9 
of the Acts of 19ll-8 which placed under civil service the permanent 
members of the police force of such town and gave permanent civxl 
service status to certain persons provided they took and passed a 
qualifying examination before the expiration of their tenure of 
office.
One of the persons covered by this chapter did not appear for exam­
ination within the time specified in the act and in order that he 
might properly be classified under civil service it was necessary^ 
for additional legislation to be enacted extending the time in which 
he could pass the qualifying examination.
This legislation provided for such extension.
CHAPTER 386.
AN ACT MAKING APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE FISCAL YE...R NINETEEN HUNDRED 
AND FIFTY-ONE FOR THE MILK CONTROL BOARD IN THE DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE AND FOR THE EMERGENCY HOUSING COMMISSION.
This act provides in part that permanent civil service employees^of 
the Milk Control Board whose positions are abolished as of June 30, 
1950, shall be transferred to positions in the service of the 
commonwealth of equal or lower gro.de, as established by the division 
of personnel, regardless of whether or not the title is similar, upon 
request of the appointing authority of the department to which the
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transfer
is to be transferred and 
shall be without loss of
the consent of the employee» Such 
seniority, retirement or other rights.
CHAPTER 639»
an act to provide for the saf ety of t he c o m m o n w e a l t h dur ing the
EXISTENCE OF AN EMERGENCY RESULTING FROM DISASTER OR FROM HOSTILE 
ACTION.
This legislation provides in section 9 that after the declaration of 
a state of a state of emergency, notwithstanding the provisions of 
chapter thirty-one of the General Laws, or any other provisions of 
law affecting civil service and the rules made thereunder, the 
director of civil service, supported by a majority vote of the civil 
service commission may:-
(a) approve or extend provisional appointments without time 
limitations until lists can bo established or until appointments 
can be made from eligible lists.
(b) Extend temporary appointments which are made from civil 
service lists beyond the life of the list.
(c) Allow temporary transfers, without regard to classification, 
beyond a period of six months.
(d) Restrict leaves of absence except for entrance into the 
armed forces of the United States, for illness, and for such reason 
as said director deems to be in the public interest.
(e) Exclude from eligible lists the names of individuals who 
refuse to accept positions which they have previously signified a 
willingness to accept.
(f) Restore to the eligible lists the names of persons so
removed.
(g) Exclude from the operation of the civil service laws and 
rules and regulations any of the positions or employments in temporary 
agencies, boards or other governmental units of the commonwealth or
of its political subdivisions, the existence and powers of which agencies., 
boards or other units are limited to a period terminating not later 
than one year after the termination of any future declaration of a 
state of emergency, or any lesser period.
(h) Shall approve in writing the temporary re-employment of any 
former officer or employee of the commonwealth or of any political 
subdivision thereof who has been retired under any retirement or 
pension law, or who has been separated from the public service by 
reason of superannuation or disability without a retirement allow­
ance or pension to any position or employment subject to chapter 
thirty-one of the General Laws. Any person so employed shall receive 
full compensation for such services less any retirement allowance or 
pension received by him. The written approval of the appointing 
officer, board or committee shall be required in the re-employment of 
such former officers or employees to any office or employment not sub­
ject to said chapter thirty-one.
Any appointment or transfer made under this section shall be 
effective only for the period during which this section is to be opera- 
t ive.
cha p t e r 690.
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tenure of office.
CHAPTER 735AN ACT CREATING A DETECTIVE 
CITY OF BOSTON, AND ESTABLI 
SUCH BUREAU.
BUREAU IN THE POLICE DEPARTMENT OF THE 
LING THE COMPENSATION OF THE MEMBERS OF
This legislation established a detective bureau in the Boston Police 
Department, setting up grades and salaries, and provided who should 
be so classified«
CF•FTER 76^AN ACT ESTABLISHING A REHABILITATION COMMISSION IN THE DEPARTMENT OF 
INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS aND PRESCRIBING ITS DUTIES RELATIVE TO PROBLEMS 
OF REHABILITATION OF INJURED INDUSTRIAL WORKERS.
This legislation established in the Department of Industrial Acci­
dents a'rehabilitation commission. It further provided that the 
clerical, secretarial, administrative or other service and assistance 
as the commission may deem necessary to employ, shall not be subject 
to chapter thirty-one or the rules made thereunder.
It further provides that one employee shall be subject to the civil 
service law and rules.
CHAPTER 793
AN ACT TO REQUIRE THE 
STANDARDS ON A MERIT I 
ASSISTANCE AND AID TO
ESTABLISHMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF PERSONNEL 
iASIS IN T!• E ADMINISTRATION OF OLD AGE 
DEPENDENT CHILDREN IN ALL CITIES AND TOWNS.
This act amends General Laws, chapter 7-1, sections 32 and 33 and 
General Laws, Chapter 117, Section 7-7-.
It also adds a new chapter USB.
In general, it sets forth who shall act as agent or supervisor in 
welfare departments; prohibits members of boards of welfare from 
taking part in old age assistance or aid to dependent children after
July 1, 1952.Section 9 of this act provides that the department ox public welfare 
may withhold from any city or town its share of payments under this 
chapter and chapters one hundred and eighteen and one hundred and 
eighteen A if such city or town neglects or refuses to comply with the 
provisions of law provided for appointing employees.
CHAPTER 821
AN ACT ESTABLISHING THE SaLa RI 
OF CIVIL SERVICE.
S OF THE COMMISSIONERS AND DIRECTOR
This legislation provided that the chairman of the civil service 
commission shall receive twenty—five dollars a day, and each, other 
commissioner shall receive twenty dollars a day, while attending 
meetings of the commission, or while performing any duties of his 
office roouired of him by the chairman or by this chapter or chapter 
thirty-one, but In any stat . fiscal y. ar, not mor than thirty—sev< 11 
hundred and fifty dollars shall be paid to the chairman and not more 
than throe thousand dollars shall be paid to any other commission>-r• 
It also provided that the director of civil service shall receive a 
salary not exceeding nine thousand dollars, as th governor and 
council may determine.
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OPINIONS OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
EXAMINATIONS FOR PROMOTION TO THE GRADE OF LIEUTENANT IN THE FIRE FORCES 
OF A CITY HAVING A POPULATION OF UNDER FIFTY THOUSAND INHABITANTS.
May a civil service examination for promotion to the grade of nonten­
ant in the fire forces of a city having a population under fifty thousand 
inhabitants, be limited by the Director of Civil Service, in the exercise of 
his discretion as such, to those applicants who have served at least three 
years in the next lower grade?
No.
Opinion of the Attorney General dated May l8, 195°»
SUPREME COURT DECISIONS
JOHN F. WANDERS vs, SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC BUILDINGS OF BOSTON 
Suffolk, May 4, 1950» " June 5/ 1950 
(ADVANCE SHEETS 777)
Present! QUA, C.J», RONAN, WILKINS, SPALDING, A WILLIAMS, JJ.
Boston. Municipal Corporations, Officers and agents. Civil Service. 
Words, "Appointment."
Case heard in the Superior Court by Murray, J,
WILLIAMS, J. In this substitute petition for the issuance of a writ 
of mandamus against the superintendent of public buildings of the city of 
Boston the following facts are alleged. The petitioner was appointed to 
the position of carpenter in the public buildings department of the city 
conformably to civil service laws and regulations on December 15, 191+3.
On December 4, 1946, he was promoted to the position of working foreman 
carpenter in the same department. The position of supervisor of mechanics 
was created within the department cn February 2, 194-9/ and on the same date, 
by authority of the director of civil service, the petitioner was tempor­
arily transferred to the new position for a period of six months. On 
August 2, 1949, he was again temporarily transferred to the same position 
for a further period of six months. As a consequence of a competitive pro­
motional examination taken by the petitioner and "at least one other 
person" under the civil service laws on August 26_, 1949/ the director of 
civil service notified the respondent on November,23/ 1949; that "As a 
result of an examination held for promotion to supervisor of mechanics for 
your department the name of John F. Wanders appears as the only eligible.
His temporary transfer in this capacity is hereby terminated and his name 
certified to you for appointment in connection with your requisition of 
February 2, 1949. Please make formal report of his appointment on the en­
closed forms (s.l4). Pending selection, authority is given for the con­
tinued temporary transfer of Mr. Wanders for fourteen days, under the 
provisions of c.31/ s.15, of the G.L," The petitioner was "duly promoted 
under said certification" to the position of supervisor of mechanics on 
November 28, 194-9/ at a salary of $3/800 per year. Thereafter he performed 
his duties and received his salary until January 31/ 1950/ on which date 
the respondent notified him "that under the provisions of c»332 of the
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Acts of 1939 your employment as supervisor of mechanics in this depart” 
ment terminates'at the close of business today, January 31/ 1950» You 
will, therefore, be restored to your former status as working foreman 
carpenter at $3/200. per annum." Since January 31/ 1950/ the respondent 
has refused to recognize the petitioner as holding the position of 
supervisor of mechanics. The petition concludes with a prayer that the 
respondent be ordered to recognize the petitioner as holding said 
position since January 31/ 1950/ at a salary of $3/800. per year.
The answer of the respondent admits the facts above stated and 
alleges that "at an election held in the city of Boston on November 8, 
19^9/ a new mayor of said city, to wit, John B. Hynes, was elected as 
successor to James M. Curley as mayor of said city; that said James M. 
Curley was the mayor last previously elected; and that said John B.
Hynes duly qualified as mayor of said city on January 2- 1950/ succeed­
ing said James M. Curley"; and "that the statute cited in the communica­
tion quoted in paragraph 13 of said petition, to wit, c« 332 of the Acts 
of 1939/ is entitled fAn Act relative to certain appointments in the 
service of the city of Boston made between the time of the election of a 
new mayor and his qualification and to salary increases of certain 
employees of the city of Boston and county of Suffolk made during such 
period’ and provides as follows: ’Section 1. The term or tenure of 
office of the holder of any office or position in the service of the 
city of Boston who is appointed between an election at which a now mayor 
is elected as successor to the mayor last previously elected and the 
qualification of such successor shall expire or terminate on January 
thirty-first next following such appointment by operation of law, not­
withstanding the provisions Of chapter thirty-one of the General Laws or 
any other provision of law. No increase in salary or compensation granted 
by the city of Boston or Suffolk county during any such period to any 
officer or employee paid by it or partly by said county and partly by 
the commonwealth, except step rate increases, so called, shall be effec­
tive after January thirty-first next following the end of such period. 
Section 2. The provisions of this act shall not apply to appointments by 
the superintendent of schools of the city of Boston approved by the 
school committee of said city.’"
A replication of the petitioner admits the facts alleged by the 
respondent in his answer.
The case is submitted on the substitute petition, the respondent’s 
answer, and the petitioner's replication, with a stipulation "that the 
facts set forth in said pleadings are all the material, ultimate facts 
from which the rights of the parties are to be determined; and that 
this court, and any court before which this cause shall come upon ap­
peal, shall be at liberty to draw from said facts any inferences tha 
might have been drawn therefrom at a trial, as if said pleadings con­
stituted a case stated."
The petitioner "appeals from the decision" of the Superior Court 
"denying the issuance" of the writ.
He contends that his promotion under the provisions of the civil 
service laws was not an appointment within the meaning of that term as 
used in St. 1939/ c. 332, s. 1, and that it was not the intent of the 
Legislature to make the statute applicable to appointment to a position 
under the civil service. The statute refers to the "term or tenure of 
office of the holder of any office or position in the service of the 
city of Boston" (emphasis supplied). It makes no distinction between
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an office or position which _is under civil service and one which is not.
It is said in MacCarthy v# Director of Civil Service, 319 Mass# 124-, 126, 
"In the ordinary use of language a promotion is one kind of appointment, 
and the word »appointment’ covers a promotion." In the construction of 
statutes "Words and phrases shall be construed according to the common 
and approved usage of the language." G.L. (Ter.Ed.) c.4, s.6, Third. 
Although "in the civil service law the word »appointment» is used to denote 
only the original entry into the classified civil service," MacCarthy v. 
Director of Civil Service, 319 Mass. 124, 126, in the statute under^ 
consideration, it not being a civil service law, the word must be given 
its ordinary and broader meaning. In our opinion the term of office of 
the petitioner expired on January 31/ 1950«
Judgment for the respondent*
J. L. Kenney, (T. A. Glynn, Jr., with him,) for the petitioner.
W. H. Kerr, (A. G. Coffey, Assistant Corporation Counsel, with him,) 
for the respondent.
HEHRY J. MeCUE & others vs. DIRECTOR OF CIVIL SERVICE & others.
Suffolk* February 10, 195^» “ April 4, 1950»
Present: Q.UA, C. J., LUMMUS, RON AN, SPALDIHG, & COUNIHaU, JJ.
Civil Service* Veteran*
In applying an amendment to Rule 21 of the civil service commission, 
adopted and effective on November 10, 1949. pursuant to G. L. (Ter.Ed.) 
c. 31, s. 3, as appearing in St. 194-5, c. y02, that "In competitive 
examinations for promotion to an;/ position in the classified official 
service the director shall add two points to the general average mark 
obtained by any veteran . . .  providing such veteran has first obtained 
a passing mark in said examination," the director rightly ruled, respect­
ing a certain examination for promotion in the police and fire depart­
ments of Boston and the police department of the metropolitan district 
commission held before the adoption of the amendment, that "since the 
eligible lists . . .  will be established after » . . the effective date 
of" the amendment "two points will be added to the marks of veterans 
passing such examinations"; such action of the director would not be a 
retroactive application of the amendment*
The first sentence in s. 20 of G. L. (Ter.Ed*) c* 31/ as appearing 
in St. 194(7, c. 354-, s. 1, properly construed, was not in conflict with 
s* 3 c* 31/ as appearing in St. 194-5/ c* 'JO2, and did not preclude an 
amendment to Rule 21 of the civil service commission adopted in accordance 
with s. 3/ that "In competitive examinations for promotion to any position 
in the classified official service the director shall add two points to 
the general average mark obtained by any veteran . . .  providing such 
veteran has first obtained a passing mark in said examination"; examina­
tions for promotion taken before the amendment to the rule did not become 
non-competitive under said s. 20 if, in establishing the eligible lists 
after the effective date of the amendment, the director should add the 
two points to the general average marks obtained by veterans who had 
passed in the examination.
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PETITION, filed in the Superior Court on November l8, 19*+9, f°r a 
writ of certiorari.
The case was reported bjr Forte, J., upon the petition and return, 
without decision.
R, Clapp, for the petitioners.
H. P. Fielding, Assistant Attorney General, for the respondents,
E. 0, Proctor, by leave of court submitted a brief as amicus curiae.
COUNIRAN, J. This is a petition for a writ of certiorari brought 
against the director of civil service and the civil service commissioners.
The parties have agreed that all of the facts stated in the return of the 
respondents are correct, and that such facts are all of the material facts.
At their request the judge reported the action to this court without 
decision. G. L, (Ter.Ed.) c. 213, s. IB, as inserted by St. 1939» c» 257» 
s. 1; G. L. (Ter,Ed.) c. 231, s. 111. See Smith v. Director of Civil 
Service, 32*+ Mass, *455«
The petitioners are all non-veteran members of the police and fire 
departments of the city of Boston or of the police department of the 
metropolitan district commission. It is agreed that they are all within 
the classified civil service. The petition involves the validity of a 
decision of the director of civil service under an amendment to Rule 21 
of the rules of the civil service commission made by virtue of G, L.
(Ter.Ed.) c. 31» s. 3» as appearing in St. 19*45, c. 7°2. This amendment, 
which was approved by the Governor and Council on August 3^» 19**9, effec­
tive November 10, 19**9, now reads: "1. Promotions in the Classified 
Official Service shall be on the basis of merit ascertained by examination 
and seniority of service. 2. In competitive examinations for promotion to 
any position in the Classified Official Service the Director shall add two 
points to the general average mark obtained by any veteran, as defined in 
General Laws, Chapter ^,1, Section 21, providing such veteran has first ob­
tained a passing mark in said examination."
The petitioners respectively took certain examinations for promotion 
within their departments on different days, namely, June *4-, 19*49, June 11,
19^9, July 22, 19*49, and August 19, 19*49.
The return of the respondents agrees with the allegations of the peti­
tioners, "That each of the petitioners in their respective examinations re­
ceived a passing mark, and that if two points are added to the general 
average mark of veterans taking the same examinations the petitioners will 
not then be as near the top of each eligible list respectively as they other­
wise would be." On November *4, 19*49, the petitioners, through counsel, requ­
ested in writing a decision from the director as to the effect of the amend­
ment to Rule 21 on the eligible lists to be established as the result of 
examinations taken before the effective date of the amendment. On November 
16, 19*49, the director made a decision, and so notified counsel, to the effect 
that by virtue of the amendment to Rule 21 he would add two points to marks 
of veterans passing the promotional examinations held before November 10, 19**9» 
which the petitioners had taken, and that these two points would be added 
before the eligible lists were established. From this decision the peti­
tioners duly appealed to the civil service commission, which on November 17, 
19*49, denied their appeal. It is this action of the commission which the 
petitioners seek to quash so that the decision of the director may not stand.
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director produces such a result.
The power to define the eligibility of persons seeking pudic employment, 
with exceptions not here material,,rests on the Legislature which may delegate 
its powers to subordinate agencies of the Commonwealth, such as the civil 
service commission, and, to the extent that the Legislature has d elated such 
powers to the commission, the latter may exercise such authority_and may 
change its determination from time to time as it sees fit, Timmins v. Civil 
Service Commissioners, 2?6 Mass. l*+2. And it has been held that, even after 
an applicant's name has beefa placed on an eligible list, he has no rig,h o 
insist that it shall retain its place. The director may revise the list by 
placing ahead of his name the names of disabled veterans who had fulled to 
claim, until after the list was established, the preference accorded them 
under G. L. (Ter.Ed.) c, 31, s.23, as amended by St. ±9j9, c . 23», s, 30.
Smith v. Director of Civil Service, 324 Mass, 455»
The petitioners lay stress on the introductory words of the amendment,
"In competitive examinations for promotion," as indicating that the two point 
preference is chronologically a part of the examination itself» However, 
since the two points are to be added only to the marks of those who pass the 
examination, it is clear that the two points cannot be added at the time of t, 
examination, but must be added later when the results have been finally deter­
mined, and this may not be until some time after the examination papers have 
been originally marked»
The process of obtaining promotion in the classified civil service as 
prescribed by c. 31 and the rules of the commission, briefly summarized, is 
this: After an examination is ordered by the director (s. 2A(eJ, he posts
public notice of such examination (sc8) and prepares it (s«10)o Examination 
is then held open to all applicants who have filed (ss<._0, ±3 / 1 7h0®®\
taking the examination are notified of results within sixty days (s»j.2J.
Within fourteen days of notice of results an applicant may file with the 
director a request for a review of the markings on his examination paper, 
setting forth specifically in what particulars the results of the examina­
tion are allegedly incorrect (s. 12A)» In such case the director, within 
six weeks after the filing of a request for review of the markings, shall 
cause such examination paper and the markings thereon to be^  reviewed, and 
transmit a copy of his decision to the applicant i,s,12A);. Within fourteen 
days after notice of such decision the applicant may appeal to the commis­
sion ( s , 1 2 A ) .  After the filing of such appeal the commission shall hold a 
hearing, render a decision, and transmit a copy of such decision to the 
applicant (s»12A). Not later than six months after such examination a list 
of persons eligible to any position shall be prepared or revised as soon as 
may be after their respective ratings or standings have been determined by 
the director by examination or otherwise in accordance with the rules of 
the commission (s,12). The director shall combine into one list all 
eligible lists for the same position in the order of ratings established in 
examinations and in accordance with the laws relating to preference to 
veterans and disabled veterans (s,12). From the eligible list thus es­
tablished persons shall be appointed and promoted upon requisition by the 
appointing officer upon certification by the director.
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Obviously in these circumstances the director has no occasion to add two 
points to marks of veterans who have passed until the final results of the 
examination have been determined, after all appeals have been disposed of.
It would seem that commonly the appropriate time to add the two points is just 
before the eligible list is established for only then is it certain what the 
final marks are to be. If this came about after November 10, 19*+9; 'the amend­
ment to Rule 21 was then effective and the director had no choice to decide 
otherwise than he did and his action was not retrospective, 3
The petitioners also contend, from the phraseology of G. L, (Ter,Ed,) . 
c, 31, s, 20, as appearing in St. 19*+'/, c. 35*+; s. 1; in its first sentence,"" 
that the Legislature reserved to itself the power to make regulations altering 
in any degree the competitive nature of examinations for appointment and 
promotion in police and fire forces of cities and towns and in the police 
force of the metropolitan district commission. They argue that, because the 
Legislature specifically provided by statute, c. 31; s. 23; for preference in 
appointment of veterans, it reserved to itself the right to provide for 
preference in promotions, particularly in view of the use of the words in 
s. 20 "or in the rules of the commission relative to temporary or emergency 
appointments."
We do not agree with this contention. The petitioners disregard the use 
of the words "except as otherwise provided in this chapter," which must 
necessarily refer to the rule making power of the commission as provided in 
c. 31, s. 3* We believe that the amendment to Rule 21 is within the provi­
sions of the governing statute, c. 31; and complies with its terms. We 
believe that the commission had no choice other than to make the amendment to 
Rule 21 because of the language in MacCarthy v. Director of Civil Service,
319 Mass, 12*4, 126, where it was said, "The present statute,., requires rules 
giving preference to 'veterans1 in both appointment and promotion,, .," See 
opinion of Attorney General in report for the year ending June, 19*+5; Pa8e 
53* While it may appear that if s, 3(g) and s. 20 were each to be construed 
separately there wouid be conflict between them, this is not true if they are 
construed together, as they must be. It has been said in McDowell v. Hurley, 
291 Mass, 258, 260, "The statute dos not attempt to say how much weight shall 
be given" to each. It is a general rule of statutory construction that all 
provisions must be so construed that they can operate harmoniously together. 
Opinion of the Justices, 32*+ Mass. 73^, 7*+*+» In that same opinion when this 
proposed amendment to Rule 21 with another amendment to the rules not here 
material was under consideration it was said, "It follows that the proposed 
amendments to the rules are within the authority of the civil service 
commission to make,"
We believe that s. 20 provides for the elimination of non competitive 
examinations for appointment and promotion in the fire and police forces and 
provides for competitive examinations only. An examination otherwise com­
petitive does not cease to bo such because two points are added to the marks 
of all veterans who pass, for there still remains competition among veterans 
who pass and even among such veterans and those non-veterans who may receive 
marks higher than veterans with the two points added. Rule 21 as amended 
provides for a preference but not an absolute one,
If the Legislature had intended that s. 20 should control s, 3; it 
could have plainly said so when it enacted 3». 3(g) by St. 19*+5; c, /02, to 
require the commission to make rulos relativo to veterans' preference in 
appointment and promotion in the classified civil service. On the contrary it 
is significant that in St, 19*+5; Ci 7^2, the words "not inconsistent with 
this chapter" as they formerly appeared in s. 3 (f), now s. 3(g); were omitted, 
This is strong indication that the Legislature must have had in mind the 
language in the first sentence of s, 20, for it was then substantially in its
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present form, and intended to avoid any conflict with it because of the rule 
making power in s. 3» Let the entry by
Petition dismissed*
 ^ "Subject to the approval of the governor and council, the commission 
from time to time shall make and may amend rules which shall regulate the 
selection and employment of persons to fill positions in the official service 
and labor service of the commonwealth and of the cities and towns thereof, 
which positions are subject to any provision of this chapter* Before such 
approval the governor and council shall hold a public hearing* Such rules 
shal). be of general or limited application and consistent with law and shall 
include provisions for the following:(g) Preference to veterans in appoint­
ment and promotions."
The full text of the commissioner's decision was "that, since the police 
and fire forces of the city of Boston and the police force of the metropolitan 
district commission are in the classified official service, the two points 
will be added to the marks of veterans passing such examinations for these 
forces, and that since the eligible lists for the positions for which they 
have been examined will be established after November 10, 19^9, the effective 
date of the rule, the points will be added to the marks of veterans on the 
lists upon which the candidates to which you refer are placed."
- REPORTER.
3The petit ioners averred that at the date of the filing of the petition 
(November l8, 19*+9)/ no eligible list had "as yet been made as a result of 
the examinations." This was within the admissions in the respondents' 
return. —  REPORTER.
h"Appointments and promotions in such police and fire forces of cities and 
towns as are within the official service and in the detective force of the 
state department of public safety and in the police force of the metropolitan 
district commission shall be made only by competitive examination, except 
as otherwise provided in this chapter, or in the rules of the commission 
relative to temporary or emergency appointments."
-  zk -
EXTENSIONS OF CIVIL SERVICE
The following positions were placed under civil service by the acceptance by the 
vote of the people of the provisions of General Laws, Chapter 31> Section 7-9A:-
Brockton City Auditor
Randolph, Superintendent of Water Works
Other extensions were as follows: 
Service
State Division of Employment 
Security, Labor Service
State Labor Relations Commission 
Executive Secretary 
Attorneys 
Examiners
State Public Works
Director of Division of Waterways
Boston, Veteran Service Physician
Franklin, Entire Service
Lee, Chief Engineer, Fire Department
Medway, Superintendent or Engineer 
of Water Department
Sudbury, Chief of Police
Wrentham, Chief of Police
Wrentham
Fire Service
Chief of *’ire Department 
Police Service
Statute
Accepted
st. 1950,
st. 1950,
st. 1950, 
st. 1950,
G o L., c #
st. 1950,
St. 1950, 
st. 1950, 
st. 1950,
G . L. , c.
c. 7o7
c . 691
c. 737
c. 278 
3 1, S. 47
c • 3 ¡+8
c. 737 
c . 86 
c. 582
31, s. 7-8
Number
Affected
33
13
1
1
80
1
1
1
1
47
The total number of persons taken under
civil service by the preceding extensions:- l8l
CLASSIFICATION
Classification plans have been completed for the following services and each 
employee has been notified of his rating, as well as the appointing authority:-
Service
Arlington Entire Service 
Attleboro Entire Service 
Franklin Entire Service 
The total number of persons affected by
these classification plans:- 67-2
Number if f acted 
755 
107
80
- 25 -
STATISTICS
NON-COMPETITIVE OR QUALIFYING EXAMINATIONS AUTHORIZED
1. Promotional qualifying examinations were authorized under 
General Laws, Chapter 31, section 15, paragraph A,
The persons for whom such examinations were authorized were 
the oldest, second oldest or third oldest employees in length 
of service who were willing to accept, and who had been em­
ployed in the next lower grade at least three yearsP ('The 
average length of service of those persons was sixteen years, 
one month, at the date of authorization.) 370
2. Other qualifying examinations under Chapter 31- 
Under Section 15(a).
Whore an open competitive examination had been held,
and no suitable eligible list had been established
as the result. 5
Under Section 15(h)*
Qualifying examinations for positions placed under
civil service as provided in section 15, clause (b). 9
Under Section 47A.
Offices and positions placed under civil service 
by statute.
Under Section 48.
Chiefs of police or fire departments placed under 
civil service by vote of the municipality and the 
incumbents subjected to qualifying examinations. 48
Under Section 49A.
Offices placed under civil service, and the con­
tinuance of the incumbents in the offices made 
subject to qualifying examination, by vote of the 
municipality. 1
3* Qualifying examinations under special legislation.
Positions placed under civil service by statutes which pro­
vided that the incumbents be given such examinations. 30
4. Veterans’ promotional qualifying examinations in accordance
with Chapter ^OQ, Acts of 19HI, as amended. 1
Total 500
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NUMBER OF PERSONS ON MILITARY LEAVE
State 3l6
Boston lp9
Other Cities <4 Towns  546
Total 1/031
NUMBER OF PERSONS REINSTATED AFTER MILITARY LEAVE
State 6
Boston 10
Other Cities <4 Towns 21
Total 37
NUMBER OF CASES WHERE RIGHTS OF PERSONS IN MILITARY 
SERVICE WERE PREJUDICED BY SUCH SERVICE AND CORRECTED 
BY THE DIRECTOR WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE GOVERNOR AND 
COUNCIL UNDER CHiiPTER 708, ACTS OF 19^1, AS AMENDED:
NUMBER OF CASES ON WHICH SENIORITY OF PERSONS WHO SERVED IN 
MILITARY SERVICE WAS ADJUSTED BY THE DIRECTOR UNDER AUTHORITY 
OF CHAPTER 11, ACTS OF 1947 and CHAPTER 447, ACTS OF 1948:
APPEALS
Reviews from mark in written examinations 
Director approved increase in mark
CASES ON APPEAL FROM DECISION OF DIRECTOR TO COMMISSION
Number of cases considered 701
Number of cases denied 363
Number of cases granted 338
1,613
78
Official Service
NUMBER OF APPLICATIONS FILED 
Labor Service
40,093 12,913
Total
53,006
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NUMBER ON REQUISITIONS RECEIVED
OFFICIAL SERVICE Permaner-1 Temporary Total
State
Boston
Other Cities & Towns
2 , 1 7 3881
4 toio
5 , 6 5 0
941
2,3o6
7,8231,822
6 ,8l6
Total 7,064 5 , 3 9 7 l6,46l
LABOR SERVICE
State
Boston
Other Cities & Towns
321
786
1.878
2,096
393
2 , 9 7 5
2 , 4 1 7
1 ,1 7 9
4.853
Total 2,985 5 , 4 6 4 8,449
NUMEER OF PERSONS CERTIFIED
OFFICIAL SERVICE Permanent Temporary Total
State
Boston
Other Cities & Towns
18,810
2,496
7 , 2 9 3
11,Q23 
2,262 
2,062
3p , 7 3 34,758
9 , 3 5 5
Total 28,599 16,247 44,846
LABOR SERVICE
State
Boston
Other Cities & Towns
543
3,012
r< 9 K r
2,928
880 
9,9 64
3,471
3,892
1 3 , 2 1 9
Total 11,510 13,772 25,582
NUMB;5R OF PROVISIGNAL APPOINTMENTS APPROVED
OFFICIAL SERVICE Fendi np LIxamir: ati on Temporary Total
Siate 56S 15,172 15//40 
Boston 25’+ 3,067 3,321 
Other Cities & Towns 1,1.44 4 , 5 12 5,4-56
Total 1,966 22,551 2 4 , 5 1 7
LABOR SERVICE
State 178 178
Boston 800 800
Other Cities & Towns 2.896 2.896
Total 3 , 3 7 4 3 , 3 7 4
28
NUMBER OF TRA 
OFFICIAL SERVICE
NSFERS
LABOR SERVICE Total
State 1,518 19 1,537
Boston 9O 42 138
Other Cities A Towns 318 3 321
Total 1,932 64 1,996
NUMBER OF PHYSICAL 
OFFICIAL SERVICE
EXAMINATIONS 
LABOR SERVICE Total
Number Examined 5,833 3,015 8,848
Number Passed 5,316 2,878 8,194
NUMBER OP APPLICATIONS CANCELLED BECAUSE OF 
POLICE OR COURT RECORD
OFFICIAL SERVICE LABOR SERVICE Total
Sta te SI 354 38h
Boston 87 SOS
443
39O
Other Cities A Towns 34 U77
Total
!
CMLT\ 1,100 1,252
NUMBER 0.F PERSONS APPEARING aT INFORMATION DESKS
OFFICIAL SER'VICE LABOR SERVICE Total
IO5,
Occ0 41,350 146,430
NUMBER OF HEARINGS HELD BY 
DIRECTOR OR REPRESENT ,TIVE 5,284
NUMBER OF PERSONS APPEARING 
AT DIRECTOR'S OFFICE
NUMBER OF PAPERS EXAMINED BY APPLICANT!:
21,427
5,921
NUMBER OP PAPERS EXAMINED BY 
PERSONS OTHER TKaN APPLICANTS 122
NUMBER OF PAPERS EXAMINED BY APPOINTING 
AUTHORITIES OR BY THEIR AUTHORIZED AGENTS I?
NUMBER OF PAPERS SENT TO CIVIL SERVICE 
REPRESENTATIVES UPON REQUEST OF aPPLICaNTJ 784
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pra ctical tests
OFFICIAL SERVICE
Tost Service Passed Failed
Swimming and Lifesaving Leader of Recrea­
tional Athletics 7 6
Totals 7 6
LABOR SERVICE
Test Service Passed Failed
Auto Mechanic (Highway Mainten-
ance Machinery Repairman) 
Auto Mechanic (ignition and
Bos ton 12
Carburetion Systems) Boston 18 —
Cable Splicer Boston 8 2
Hose and Rubber Goods Repair­
man
Boston 2 6
Lifeguard Bos ton 135 20
Lifeguard Springfield 11 -
Lifeguard Worcester 28
Meter Tester Helper Westfield 1 -
Sign Painter State 7 k
Sign Painter Bos ton 3 3
Sign Painter Cambridge l -
Sign Painter Everett l -
Sign Painter Gloucester l -
Sign Painter Lynn l -
Sign Painter Malden l -
Sign Painter New Bedford - 2
Sign Painter Nexf ton l 2
Sign Painter G.uin cy - 1
Sign Painter Somerville 2 3Sign Painter Waltham 1
Sign Painter Weymouth - 1
Sign Painter Worcester 2 -
Signal Maintainor Ciuincy 2 5
Tree Climber Pittsfield __ 2____ -
Totals 2^ 0 53
NUMBER APPOINTED FROM ELIGIBLE LISTS OR PROMOTED - LABOR SERvACS
PERMANENT TEMPORARY
Veterans Civili.ans Veterans wiVi1Èans
SERVICE
Ma
le
Fe
ma
le
 
j 1
_ __
J
Ma
le
or“i
CjßQ Ve
te
ra
n’
 
Wi
do
w
1 
. . _ 
__
Ma
le
Fe
ma
le
Ma
le
Fe
ma
le
r~*
u ¡2('9 O -P '"J CD *H> ¡3
PROMOTIONS TOTAL
State 134 1 2 — 295 10 86 - 182 7IO
Boston 286 114 l4l 1 165 - 5 64 - ISO 906
OTHER CITIES 
AND TOUNS 748 114 196 1 2
11
1Ocnrf 135 123 - 483 3,930
TOTALS I,l68 229 339 2 2,590 150 273 - 795 5,546
grand totals 1,738 3,013 795 5,5^6
SUMMARY OF LABOR SERVICE - TEN-YEAR COMPARATIVE TABLE
NUMBER APPOINTED FROM ELIGIBLE LISTS OR PROMOTED
YEAR
PERMANENT APPOINTHENTS TEMPORARY APPOINTIKENTS
PROMOTIONS TOTAL
Veterans Civilians
Ve
te
ra
n 
* s
 
Wi
do
w
Vete rans Civilians
Ve
te
ra
n'
s 
Wi
do
w
Male Feraale Male ! Female !
j
Male Female Male Female
1950 1,168 229 339 2 2,590 — 150 273 - .795 5,51+6
I9U9 1,139 - 286 519 - 3,607 - 1+88 2++1+ - 1,087 7,1+20
19^8 1 ,15^ - 210 27 6 3,764 - 733 273 - 986 7 ,3 9 6
I9I17 989 - 1+16 229 - 2,376 - 396 295 - 8i++ 5,515
19^6 977 - 196 1511 - 1,678 - 398 238 - 379 i+,oi7
19^5 582 - i+59 171 - 1+18 -, 1+26 336 - 158 2,550
1 9 ^ 1+52 - 352 163 - 171 - 291 I65 - 1+86 K
> •V» O C
D O
19^3 333 - 1+81 319 - 362 - 389 215 - 911+ 3,013
19^2 674 - 282 395 - 1,020 - 682 367 - 388 3 ,8 0 8
19*+1 236 - 1+03 3 17 - 1,869 - 1,293 1+68 - 220 i+,8o6
SUMMARY OF OFFICIAL SERVICE
t
t  NUMBER OF EXAMINATIONS 
» HELD
t
!
t
t
1
!
Î
t
! NUMBER
t
f Entrance
i
t
» Promotion
t
1
' NUMBER 
' NOTIFIED
»
f
1
EXAMINED
SERVICE
t
t
T
» Comp.
t
Non-
Comp.
t
t
t
1 Comp. 
T
dual.
t
!
Î
t
t
t
1
t
iMales 
1
t
!
1
! Females 
i
STATEWIDE 18 - - - 19,726 4,81+1 9,788
STATE il? 187 87 259 6,995 5,933 i,6o4
BOSTON 38 5 16 77 4,549 2,771 577
OTHER CITIES 
AND TOWNS 3^6 96 138 128 5,983 3,920 947
TOTALS 519 288 24i 464 37,258 17,465 12,916
GRAND TOTALS 512 37,258 30,381
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SUMMARY OF OFFICIAL SERVICE - TEN-YEAR COMPARATIVE TABLE
YEAR
1
t NUMB3
t
t
*
' Entre 
!
t
SR OF EXAMINATIONS » 
HELD 1t
? ?
nice 1 Promotion f
t ?
NUMBER
NOTIFIED
t
!
Î
» NUMBER 
» EXAMINED
t
t
!
1 Comp* 
t
Non-
Comp. ’Comp*
f
dual# T
T
t 1
T Males 1
t  t
Females
1950 519 288 241 464 37,258 17,465 12,916
l9*+9 4l2 346 256 446 39,899 25,808 4)869
1943 353 187 240 338 22,765 10,718 7,o64
1947 364 29 273 372 32,757 22,014 3,335
1946 285 134 218 458 19,144 9,812 4,925
19^5 65 157 69 185 5,590 1,208 3,136
1944 183 123 205 241 6,669 3,713 1,569
19^3 181 331 l46 317 10,722 4,919 1,126
1942 278 203 153 54 18,636 9,24-8 4,511
19U1 276 152 149 70 41,598 17,996 13,432
RECORD OF LISTS ESTABLISHED
1 w t T T ^ t ^ j M W t > ! ° 1 0 > r > 1 ° 1 > & T
1 STATE 104 86 28,594 9,741 10,652 459 2,130 826 12 151 4,260 11 12,544
10 BOSTON 45 20 4,551 3,111 282 io4 868 303 1 7 167 - 1,943
OTHER CITIES 
AND TOWNS 251 i47 7,363 4,092 1,863 204 1,162 585 5 34 927 3 3,035
TOTALS 1+00 253 40,508 16,944 12,797 767 4,i6o i,7i4 18 192 5,354 l4 17,522
GRAND TOTALS 653 40,508 29,74l 6,61+1 5,578
12,219
17,522
RESULTS OF LISTS ESTABLISHED SIX YEaR COMPARATIVE TABLE
YEAR
1
* NUMBER OF 
’ LISTS
’ ESTABLISHED 
1
NUMBER
OF
APPLICANTS
NOTIFIED
I
t
1 NUMBER 
1 EXAMINEDt
1
T
1
f
T MALES
NUMBER PASSED
T
* FEINlLES
? 5 
T r 
? 1 
T 
T
EN
TR
AN
CE
PR
OM
OT
IO
N
MA
LE
S
FE
MA
LE
S
l
i
'« W
»s §, CQ K 1 a| M tt O E-< M W•a >
t
t 1
f m tS
T -uj If
» g * 
» 3 *T > T 
t  2 \
CI
VI
LI
AN
S
DI
SA
BL
ED
VE
TE
RA
NS iPhkFh
> CI
VI
LI
AN
S
DO
« is « O tH Q ^ M > S:
y NUMBER
f FAILED 
1
r
T
T
t
1950 l+OO 253 1+0,508 16,9^  12,797 767 H 1S0 1,714 18 192 5,35li l4* 17,522
1949 33li 200 34,483 21,328 5,573 1,026 6,503 2,293 18 106 3,259 - 13,696
1948 311 267 30,3/0 17,786 4,899 477 5,019 3,872 12 76 2,899 - 10,330
19^7 359 271+ 26,779 15,395 ^,266 622 4,202 3,396 9 134 2,380 - 8,918
1946 131 l!+6 6,671 1+,1+01 632 110 748 1,259 - 8 397 - 2,511
I9I+5 117 liti 8,li+l 3.091+ 4,328 57 158 1,020 1 9 3,011 “ 2,166
*In accordance with Acts 19^9, c» 64-2«
36
SUMMARY OF OFFICIAL SERVICE - TEN-YEAR COMPARATIVE TABLE
NUMBER PASSED
f
t
t
Î
MALES
»
T
t
?
FEMaLES
?
I
!
t
YEAR T I t c * t î TOTAL
• D1 s 0 t ! ’■Dis , • î • VeteranJ s 7
1 VütSo 
!
« Vets, » 
» »
Civs, í Ve t s 0 * Vets?. Ci vs , • W: 
î ì 1
uO¥ T
I95O 767 4,l60 1/714 18 192 .5 554 i4* 12,219
19^9 1,026 6,503 2,293 18 106 3,259 - 13,205
19^8 477 5,,019 3,872 12 76 2,899 - 12,355
1947 622 4,202 3,396 9 134 2,380 - 10,743
1946 110 748 1,259 - •C^C¥en
CO - 2,522
I975 57 158 1,020 1 9 3,oii - 4,256
1944 45 252 2,190 1 3 2,313 - 4,8o4
19^3 26 252 2,837 2 2 790 - 3,909
19^2 46 287 4 , 2 3 9 - 2,470 - 7,o42
19^1 99 508 8,195 - - 9,537 - 18,339
NUMBER APPOINTED OR PROMOTED FROM ELIGIBLE LISTS - OFFICIAL SERVICE
P E R M . J i E N T T E M P O R A R Y
M A L E S F E M A L E S M A L E S F E M A L E S
S E R V I C E P R O M O T I O N S------------ —
CO w CO
CO
r* CO
T3 CO G •G  CO CO G «- nH co CO ri rd  CO CO G G
O  G G C\3 0  G G ri G 0  G G »H 0  G G ri ri
rH  Cl ri •iH r i • P r i i—1 t i t G T—1 rH  r i r i •H G  £
¿ 2  G G ¿ 2  G G rH G  £ P  G G •H G G rH 0  o
0 0 • P 0  O c j (!) 0 r i  0 0 • P P  CÖ
co p P > co P - p t> - P  -G C O - P - P •rH CO - P P t> 0  - P
• P  o 0 O •rH 0  .rH • P  G o O •H  0 0 • P >
n  > > o Q  > > o >  & «  > > o  > > O
STaTE 212 92b 138 - - 532 3 U-2 26b 111 - 3 5 7 - 783 2,966
BOSTON 1 3 9 i?6 6l - 107 1 82 79 12 - b 2 1 185 885
OTHER CITIES 
AND TOWNS
U38 II56 300 - 3 5 6 - 3b 237 118 - 175 - 637 3 , ^ 5 1
TOTALS 789 1856 k 99 - - 995 h 158 580 2'fl - 574 1 1,605 7,302
GRAND TOTALS 3 ,1^
b , i k 3
9 9 9 979
1 ,5 5*+
575 1,605 7,302
SUMMARY OF OFFICIAL SERVICE - TEN-YEAR COMPARATIVE TABLE
YEAR
t 1 T
T
T
PERMANENT f
T
TEMPORARY T i  
T
T ! I t
I ?
! MALES ! FEMALES t MALES ? FEIiiil-ES t
T T T
t t T
* T CO co T s T t T 1 tT w CO CO CO
1 ed ns CO « dd  d f  n30 S’ M  T Ö Id  d d t ed ns ns T d td # ^  c/J0 q COd t dd T d ’PROMOTIONS
a  t  -H t rH d t d  t d t rH  d *  d t rH  Of d T •H T d T
rO u . rQ d d s jQ  f-i, d d  J2
t c i  o  l CD 1 -H * d -)» - f i  * 0 O* d  0 f  o • H* d  3 Q •rH 0 CW -P - P  - > t  “ -p, >, - P CO - P .  - P >1 CO -4* - p T > ? -P Ti t! •H <S * 0 * *r—1 0* o '  -H O •ht •H  0 0 •H •H  0 • r—i Q .p
! n > r > t ° ! O >J > ! Ol > O >! ¡> ? Of O >f > f o T I
i
TOTAL
, 1950 789 1856 499 - mm • 995 4 158
194-9 518 l 8 l 4  546 - - 12 77 - 341948 V..0 CO 3061 542 - «■» 731 - 831947 16 1 1890 636 - 1 1 1 5 1 - 211946 23 821 899 - - 746 - 519^5 30 190 10 17 1 - 525 - 35194-4 35 178  l 4 l 6 - 1 638 - 81943 18 187 1175 - 1 645 - 31942 35 113  1265 - 2 925 - 81941 45 18 1 1092 - - 926 - 9
U
7 CO O 2 4 1 - - 3 7 4 1 1 , 6 0 5 7 , 3 0 2
2 4 4 1 0 4 mm - 3 9 9 - l , 8 8 l 6 , 8 1 7
4 6 2 1 5 4 - - 4 9 6 - 2 , 2 5 0 8 , 1 7 7
7 9 5 2 - - 1 8 4 - 1 , 7 9 0 5 , 9 6 9
1 2 1 9 8 - - 2 4 9 - 5 0 8 3 , 4 7 0
4 2 2 1 0 - - 1 5 3 - 7 4 4 2 , 9 4 7
4 4 3 7 9 - - 2 5 5 - 8 8 1 3 , 8 3 5
3 5 8 2 2 - - 3 4 4 - 9 0 0 4 , 1 3 0
2 7
CMO - - 7 3 1 - 9 6 1 4 , 7 7 1
6 8 6 1 7 - - 1 1 9 4 - 5 5 1 4 , 6 8 3
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separations from service
Separations from the service 
Cause of Separation
have been reported by 
State Boston
department heads 
Other Cities 
and Towns
as follows 
Total
Resignation 311 115 607 1,033
Death 55 12 260 387
Retirement 162 133 6l0 905
Position abolished - 2 9 11
Discharged during 
probationary period 1 73 23 97
Military service 32 61 122 215
Sickness 186 29 l6l 316
Leave of absence 93 53 171 317
Lack of work or funds ill 2 253 296
Cause 11 34 40 85
Totals 892 57U 2,256 3,722
Reinstatements have been made 
Cause of Separation
REINSTaT 
as follows
State
.'.'¡ENTS
Boston
Other Cities 
and Towns Total
Resignation 38 18 4l 97
Retirement 1 2 - 3
Position abolished - - - -
Discharged during 
probationary period - - - -
Military service 6 10 21 37
Sickness 160 11 150 321
Leave of absence 66 U9 126 241
Lack of work or funds 5 1X 244 250
Cause 5 .. 13 33 51
Totals 281 104 615 1,000
- Ho -
NUMBER OF PRESENT EMPLOYEES 
CLASSIFIED UNDER CIVIL SERVICE RULES
JURISDICTION
Commonwealth
CITIES
Attleboro 
Beverly 
Bost on 
Brockton 
Cambridge
Chelsea 
Chicopee 
Everet t 
Fall River 
Fitchburg
Gard ner 
Gloucester 
Hav«erhill 
Hoi,yoke 
Laiwrence
Leominster 
Lowell 
Lynn 
M aid en 
M arlborough
Medford 
Melrose 
New Bedford 
Newburyport 
Newton
North Adams
Northampton
Peabody
Pittsfield
Quincy
OFFICIAL SERVICE
Civilians
1
Veterans
T
1 Disabled
1
» Vetera
t ! Veterans * Widow
Malo Female
1
*Male Female
t
*Male Female
f
l
3 , 6 0 9 5 , 5 3 0 ^ , 0 3 6  2 9 1 8 5 2  2 8 2
7 1 2 2 7 3 - 1+ -
-
1 2 7 1+3 i l ¡ + - ? - —
3 , 0 3 5 1 , 9 5 1 5 , l o * + 6 5 5 71+ 8 3
2 2 0 1 1 7 2 3 1 5 l b —
—
3 5 7 1 9 7 1 + 2 9 9 3 5 "■ *•
1 2 0 31+ 1 7 3 1 1+1+ - -
1 6 1 6 '6 1 9 8 1+ 1 6 1 —
$
1+3
1 2 8
2 7 8
51+1
1+
1 1
3 5
1+0
2
2 -
1 2 6 5 6 1 5 9 1 3 1 "•
61+ 2 2 6 1 1+ - -
9 8 3 1 121+ 2 ! 5
- l
1 U 5 7 1 1 5 2 3 1 4 —
—
2 1 6 9 8 2 3 7
3 7 0
1 1 8 - —
3 1 2 1 1 1 — 6 3 4 •*
71+ 2 3 5 7 1 l 4
- -
2 9 1 1 9 8 i+ 9 9 5 § 9
— •*
2 5 3 1 5 7 5 1 3 6 8 9 1
1 6 9 6 2 2 1 2 2 1 4 1 ••
6 0 1 2 1+7 2 5
mm
■
1 8 6 7 1 2 H 2 2 6 g
- -
7 2 2 7 81+ - 4 — ••
2 1+ 6 2 0 1 1 + 8 0 6 5 2 1 ••
5 1 l 6 3 7 - 2 — —
2 4 9 1 5 6 3 6 6 1 0 4 i “
7 0 2 2 7 7 - 5 -
-
6 3 1 8 7 2 -
Oi- —
1 1 7 3 ° 1 0 5 — 2 0
*"
1 H 6 f+3 l b s 3 —
Mi
2 9 0 1 6 1 2 6 2 8
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NUMBER OF PRESENT EMPLOYEES 
CLASSIFIED UNDER CIVIL SERVICE RULES
LABOR SERVICE
JURISDICTION t
, Civilians
t
t f
i Veterans t
t t
Veteran
Widow
!
î Male Female
!
tMale
Í
Female %
Commonwealth l,l64 245 2,233 6 -
CITIES
Attleboro 33 - 28 - -
Beverly 62 6 74 - -
Bos ton 1,24-5 1,325 3,166 23 -
Brockton 249 30 225 - -
Cambridge 276 98 536 —
Chelsea 55 12 95 - -
Chi copee 68 SI 90 1 -
Everett 54 63 273 - -
Fall River 71 50 199 - -
Fitchburg 86 12 153
Gardner 77 3 91 -
Gloucester 55 20 116 - -
Haverhill - - - -
Holyoke 2i5 48 179 - -
Lawrence 254 24 237 — —
Leomins ter 58 16 51 — -Lowell 125 25 353 - -Lynn 131 110 387 - -Malden 137 1 179 - -Marlborough 17 3 39 - -
Medford 89 30 151 - —
Melrose - - -
New Bedford 120 14 361 - -
Newburyport - - - - -
Newton 262 4l 34i - -
North Adams 37 3 50 MNorthampton 56 3 30 - -Peabody 49 17
9
62 — -
Pittsfield 103 105 - -
Gui n cy 305 134 355 - -
GRAND
TOTAL
17,996
23I
435
16,519
1 , 0 9 1
1,937
927
l,3<*
597
3 2 2
462
3 8 5
1,012
1,375
294
1 , 5 8 5
1,647777
1 8 5
8 3 6
1 8 7
i,4 8 i
1 0 6
1,466
264
244
4oo
5 6 5
1,559
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NUMBER OP PRESENT EMPLOYEES 
CLASSIFIED UNDER CIVIL SERVICE RULES
OFFICIAL SERVICE
JURISDICTION t t 1 r~
» Civilians t  Veterans » Disabled 1
Î f » Veterans t Veteran » s
T Î t * Widow
»Male Female »Male Female •Male Female »
Revere 1 2 8 9 6 2 2 2 - 3 0 2 -
Salem 1 2 8 4 4 1 5 7 - 1 5 - -
Somerville 2 6 4 1 2 1 3 7 0 5 5 2 - -
Springfield 5 9 7 4 3 4 7 8 4 9 4 9 - -Taunton 1 5 7 6 4 1 5 1 1 3 — —
Waltham 1 1 5 6 1 1 7 2 1 9 _ —Westfield 7  8 2 4 7 7 l 9 1 -Woburn 4 5 1 7 6 3 - 8 - -
Worcester 4 9 1 5 2 5 1 , 0 1 8 1 6 1 3 5 1 6
TOWNS
Abington 3 3 2 2
Acton - 1 1 - - - -
Acushnet - 2 - - - - -
Adams 17 1 12 2 2 - -Agawam 4 1 9 - - - -
Amesbury 34 2 22 - - — —
Amherst 1 2 - - - - -
Andover 21 1 38 - 1 - -
Arlington 121 53 i4o 2 20 1 -Ashburnham 2 - - - - -
Ashland 1 1 _ H mm
Athol 35 2 32 - 1 - -Auburn 2 1 - - - - -
Avon - - 2 - 1 - -
Ayer 6 1 2 - - - -
Barnstable 9 3 15 — mm — mmBecket 1 - mm - mm
Bedford 3 1 3 — — — mmBelchertown 1 - - - mm
Bellingham 3 - - - - - -
NUMBER OF PRESENT EMPLOYEES 
CLASSIFIED UNDER CIVIL SERVICE RULES
JURISDICTION
!
1
1
f
!
f
LABOR SERVICE
t
f
t
!
t
î GRAND
t
t Civilians
i
!iMa.1 « Female
t t
t Veterans 1 
t t 
t *
iMale Female 1
Veteran *s 
Widow
t TOTAL
t
?
t
— 1.
Revere 48 7 3 — -
Salem - - - — 3 4 ;+
Somerville 1 2 5 17 2 6 0 - - 1,214
Springfield 7l8 2 0 1 718 2 - 3 , 5 1 2
Taunton 9 4 6 88 — 5 7 3
Waltham 6 2 1 0 1 6 7 - - 5 9 7
'Westfield 6 2 4 5 5 - - 3 1 1
Woburn - - - - — 1 3 3
Yiorcester 3 5 7 3 3 7 5 9 1 5 — 3 , 4 8 2
TOWNS 
Abi ngton T., 10
Acton - - - — — 2
Acushnet - - - - — 2
Adams - - - - —
Agawam — — *■ l4
Amesbury - - - - - 58
Amherst - - - —
Andover - - - — 61
Arlington 137 15 157 - - 652AshfeurStmm - - — 2
Ashland - - - - - 2
Athol - - - - — 70
Auburn - - — * ■ — 3
Avon - — — 3
Ayer ** 9
Barnstable - - - - - 27
Becket - - - ~ — l
Bedf ord - - - — 7
Belch ertown - - - — - 1
Bellingham “ — — — “ 3
- !+)+ -
NUMBER OF PRESENT EMPLOYEES 
CLASSIFIED UNDER CIVIL SERVICE RULES
OFFICIAL SERVICE
JURISDICTION t 1 t ~1t Civilians ’ Veter ans » Disabled tÎ t » Veterans 1 Veteran »s! ! ! Î Widow
»Male Female »Male . Female »Male Female !
Belmont Í+9 50 m| _ _
Berkley 1 1 — - — -
Biller ica 38 8 18 1 5 - -Blackstone - 1 - - - -
Blanford 1 - - - - -
Bourne 18 b b M —
Boxford - 1 - - - » -
Braintree 23 l 23 - 1 - -Brewster 2 mm - - -
Bridgewater 8 2 2 - - - -
Brookfield l — - — i —
Brookline 218 115 2^5 6 38 2 -
Buckland 2 - - - -
Burlington 1+ 2 1+ - - - -
Canton 27 2 26 “ - - -
Carlisle — 1 —
Carver - 1 - - - - -
Charlemont - 1 - - - - -
Charlton - 2 - - - - -
Chatham 1 1 - - - - -
Chelmsford 11 3 if
Chesterfield - 2 - » - — -
Chilmark - 1 - - - - -
Clinton 30 2 13 - - —
Cohasset 6i 8 lb - l -
Coirain 1 •w
Concord 2 2 - — - - —
Conway 2 - - - - -
Cummington - 2 - - - -
Dalton 7 2 2 - 2 - -
NUMBER OF PRESENT EMPLOYEES
CLASSIFIED UNDER CIVIL SERVICE RULES
JURISDICTION
f
1
f
!
1
f
LABOR SERVICE
t
T
t
1
t
* GRAND
1
T Civilians 
!
T
»Male Female
i i
» Veterans »
i t 
Ì t
TMale Female »
Veteran » s 
Widow
f TOTAL
?
i
i
t
Belmont mm mm — 99
Berkley - - - 2
Billerica 7 - 21 — " 98
Blackstone - - - « - 1
Blanford - ** 1
Bourne • - - * - 2 6
Boxford - - - - - 1
Braintree - - - - - 48
Brewster - - - - - 2
Bri dgewater - - - — — 1 2
Brookf ieId mm mm — — <sa 1
Brookline i 64 9 314 - - 1,111
Buckland - - - - 2
Burlington - - - - - 1 0
Canton — — — * • 55
Carlisle mm — - - 1
Carver - - - - - è
Charlemont - - - - - 1
Charlton - - - - - 2
Chatham - - - — 2
Chelmsford — mm « — - 1 8
Chesterf ield mm - - - - 2
Chilmark - - - - - l
Clinton «*» - - - - 4-5
Cohasset - - - - - 84
Colrain — — - - 1
Concord - - - - - 4
Conway - - - - - 2
Cummington - - - - “ 2
Dalton - - - - - 13
-  k6 -
NUMBER OF PRESENT EMPLOYEES 
CLASSIFIED UNDER CIVIL SERVICE RULES
OFFICIAL SERVICE
JURISDICTION fi
Civilians
t
1 Veterans 
?
1
* Disabled
• Veterans
î
t
* Veteran*s
t
»Hale Fera;ile ’Male Fern:«le
t
»Hale Female
’ Widow 
!
Danvers 38 6 3^ - - - -
Dartmouth 7 1 - — **
Dedham 28 1 50 - 2 •• •*
Deerfield - 2 - - — “
Dennis - 2 •*
Dighton ~ 1 - - - - -
Douglas - 2 - - —
Dracut 1 1 1 — 1 ••
Dudley 9 - 6 - — — **
Duxbury 5 2 3 *■ 2
East Bridgewater - 1 1 - - -
East Brookfield 2 - - — — *■*
Eas tham - 1 - - - ••
Easthampton 1+6 5 22 - •• ""
East Longmeadow 2 •* 1
Easton 1+ 2 2 - - - -
Edgartown 2 - - — — — **
Erving - 1 - - — *•
Fairhaven 3 6 1 - - •* —
Falmouth 2 3 2 1 9 •• ■* ***
Florida _ l - - - -
Foxb orough 2 3 - — • *•
Framingham k 6 5 6 6 - 1 — —
Franklin 9 2 8 1 1 *■ —
Freetown l — — "
Goshen l - - - - - -
Graf ton - Q - - — — —
Granby - 1 - - - — —
Granville - 1 - - — —
Groat
Barrington 1 1 3 - - - -
NUMBER OF PRESENT EMPLOYEES 
CLASSIFIED UNDER CIVIL SERVICE RULES
JURISDICTION
“ f-----------------
f
t
1
V
t
LABOR SERVICE -
i
t
t
t
i
J GRAND
Civilians
t
r—— - — -------------
1
* Veterans
T
t
1 Fp-fliaJ-e
!
f
1 Veteran’s 
f Widow 
?
total
t
T
:
Danvers » - - - 788
l46
2
Dartmouth - - —
Dedham 12 3 4 9 1
Deerfield - —
Dennis *■
Dighton - - - - - l
Douglas
4Dracut - “ **
Dudley - — — ” i-512Duxbury
East Bridgewater - - - - - 2
East Brookfield - « — 2
Eastham - - - — **■ 1
Eastharanton 8 8 23 — lib
East Longmeadow - - — 3
Easton - - - - ~ 8
Edgartown - - ~ —
Erving - - *- 1
Fairhaven - - - - - 1044Falmouth - —
Florida - - - - - 1
Foxborough - - - — 11?Framingham “ - —
Franklin 2 - - — — 2 3
Freetown — — •** 1
Goshen - - - - - 1
Graf ton - - - - — 3
Granby - - - — 1
Granville - - — •* 1
Great
Barrington - - - - - 11
- if8 -
NUMBER OF PRESENT EMPLOYEES 
CLASSIFIED UNDER CIVIL SERVICE RULES
JURISDICTION f
1
»
OFFICIAL SERVICE
»
1 Civilians
1
'  Veterans
»
1 Disabled
f
1
* 1 '  Veterans » Veteran
t t » t Widow
'Male Female '  Male Female 'Male Female !
Greenf ield 28 1+ 23 _Groton - 1 2 - - mm
Hadley I f - - - - - —
Hamilton 1 - - - «
Hampden “ 1 - - - - -
Hanover 3 - - - 1 _
Hanson 3 1 1 - -
Hardwick 2 - - ~ -
Harwich - 3 - - - _ mmHatfield - 1 - - - - -
Hingham 26 2 2 1 _
Hinsdale - 1 - - — mm
Holbrook 1 3 5 - *»X . . mmHolden 1 - - _ mm
Holliston 3 1 3 - - - -
Hudson 37 2 20 . . m. _Hull 62 3 1+3 1 1 — mmHuntington - 2 - - - mm mm
Ipswi ch 13 2 8 - mm mm
Kingston - 2 - - - - -
Lakeville 1 _
Lancaster 3 - - - „ mm
Lanesborough 2 - - — mm
Lee b 1 3 - — mm mmLeicester - 2 - - - -
Leverett 1 _
Lexington 10 J 18 - 1Lincoln - 2 - —
Littleton 1 - - _
Longmeadow 1 - - - - _ mm
- kq
NUMBER OF PRESENT EMPLOYEES 
CLASSIFIED UNDER CIVIL SERVICE RULES
JURISDICTION LABOR SERVICE
i
Civilians ' Veterans
i
i
Male__Female ’Male Female
Veteran's 
Vi dew
GRAND
TOTAL
Greenf ield
Groton
Hadley
Hamilton
Hampden
55
3k
1
1
Hanover 
Hans on 
Hardwick 
Harwich 
Hatfield
k
5
2
3
1
Hingham
Hinsdale
Holbrook
Holden
Holliston
1+9
i
10
i
hi
Hudson
Hull 3 1
Huntington
Ipswich
Kingston
2
23
2
Lakeville
Lancaster
Lanesborough
Lee
Leicester
1
3
2
8
2
Leverett
Lexington
Lincoln
Littleton
Longmeadow
1
32
2
1
1
50
NUMBER OF PRESENT EMPLOYEES 
CLASSIFIED UNDER CIVIL SERVICE RULES
JURISDICITION OFFICIAL SERVICE
Î
1 Civiliansi
i
» Veteranst
i
' Disabled 
' Veterans
!
T
1 Veteran
Widowt
»Male Female
1
* Male Female
1
* Male Fe
1
male 1
Ludlow i*+ 1 H/ - 1 - -
Lunenberg - 1 — — -
Lynnf ield 5 - 3 1
Manchester 3 - 0
Mansfield 20 3 13
Marblehead 37 3 4 i - - - -
Marion l 2 —
Marshfield l ~ - 1 —
Mattapoisett k - » «
Maynard 9 1 6 " 1
Medf ield 1 2 3 ~ 1 - -
Medway 2 — 1 **
Mendon 1 — ”
Merrimac 3 - ■* ""
Methuen 65 21 ("// 1 /
Middleborough 1 5 » - - - -
Middlef ield - 2 ""
Middleton - - i. ■“
Milford 37 2 33 - 5 —
Millbury 1 2 2
“
1
Millis 1 « 1 - - - -
Milton 85 26 07 1 1 - -
Monson - 0z. 1 - - **
Montague 9 1 2 — **
Montgomery — 1 “
Nahant 8 - 10 - - - -
Nantucket 6 1 3 - - —
Natick 28 3 50 6 - —
Needham 20 5 10 - — •*
New Braintree - i -* - —
51
NUMBER OF PRESENT EMPLOYEES 
CLASSIFIED UNDER CIVIL SERVICE RULES
JURISDICTION
1
!
!
1
1
1
LABOR SERVICE
Î
»
»
»
»
» GRAND
TOTALt
» Civilians 
!
!
»Male Female
!
* Vet
t
1
» Mal e
erans
Female
t
Î
t
t
t
Veteran's
Wi dow
»
1
!
t
t
Ludlow — .. - 23
Lunenberg - - - 1
Lynnfield — *” 9
Manchester - - -- “ §
Mansi’ield - — ~ 36
Marblehead - - - - - CO ) L_
1
Marion - -, - -
Marshfi eld - - - - — 2
Mattapoisett » - - 4
17Maynard •* “
Mediield - - - - - H1
Medway - - — — ~ 3
Mendor - - — 1
Merrimac - - - - — 3
Methuen '+3 6 38 - 2¡+3
Middleborough - - - - - 6
Middlefield - - - - 2
Middleton - - - — 1
Milford - - - - 77
Millbury — — •* ” 6
Mi 11i s — — « - 2
Milton 69 1+ 27 - - 280
Monson - - - - - j
Montague - - - - 12
Montgomery *• — 1
Nahant - - » - 18
Nantucket - - - - - 10
Natick - - - -- - 87
Needham - - - - 35
New Braintree - - - - - 1
~ B2 -
NUMBER OF PRESENT EMPLOYEES 
CLASSIFIED UNDER CIVIL SERVICE RULES
JURISDICTION OFFICIAL SERVICE
' Civilians
1
!
t
Veterans • Disabled 
' Veterans
T
Î
1
1 Male Female
Î
»Ìiale Female
1 1
’Male Feriale 1
Newbury _ 1 _
Norfolk - 2 - - - -
North Andover 24 4 20 - 2 -
North Attleboro 35 2 23 - - -
Northbri dge 4 2 1 - - -
North Brookfield 1 1 — _ - _
North Reading - 3 - - - -
Norton 1 Í - - -
Norwe11 - 1 - - - «
Norwood 64 27 84 7 6 -
Oak Bluffs 2 , « l -
Orange 3 1 QD - - -
Orleans - 2 - - -
Palmer 15 1 y - - -
Pelham 1 ~ —
Pembroke O i - - « -
Pepperell - 1 - - - -■
Plainvilie 1 - - «
Plymouth 31 4 25 - - -
Provincetown 2 7 " -
Randolph 9 3 6 - 4 -Raynham - l - - -
Reading 10 3 il - l -
Rehoboth - 2 - - - -
Richmond i - - - -
Rockland 5 1 5 - » —Rockport oJ 2 7 - - -
Rowe l - -- - - ..
Russell - 1 - - - -
Rutland l 1 - - - -
53
NUMBER OF PRESENT EMPLOYEES
CLASSIFIED un d e r civil service rules
JURISDICTION LABOR SERVICE
t
Í
T
t
t
1 GRAND
'  Civilians 
'Male Female
* 1
! Veterans * 
» »
'Male Female '
Veteran ' s 
Widow
f TOTa L
t
!
1
1
Newbury 1Norfolk • - - - 2North Andover - ~ - - - 50North Attleboro - - - - - 6oNorthbridge - — - - 7
North Brookfield - - » 2North Reading - - - - - 3Norton - - - - - 2Norwell - - - - - 1
Norwood 53 3 52 - - 2 9 6
Oak Bluffs — ma 6Orange - - - - ~ 7Orleans - - - - - 2Palmer - - - - « 2 1Pelham - - - - - 1
Pembroke - — — « 3Pepperell « - - - - 1Plainville - - - - .. 1
Plymouth - - - - ~ 6 4Provincetown - - - - - 9
Randolph - « - 22Raynham - - - - 1Reading » - - - — 25Rehoboth - - - « — 2Richmond - « - - - 1
Rockland ... „ 11Rockport - - • - — 12Rowe - - - ~ 1Russell - - — 1Rutland - - - - - 2
NUMBER OF PRESENT EMPLOYEES 
CLASSIFIED UNDER CIVIL SERVICE RULES
JURISDICTION OFFICIAL SLAVIC
1 Givi 1ians
T
1 Veterans
f
i i
• Disabled '
' Veterans ' V e t a r a n1s
! ' ' did ow
’Male Female 'Male Female 'Male Female '
Salisbury 2 — - - - -
Sandisfield -• 1 - — — ”
Sandwi ch - 1 1 - ~
Saugus 10 30 3 “
Sei tuate 38 1 29 2
Seekonk l 2 - - - - -
Sharon 8 “
Sheffield l - — ” “
Shelburne - - - 'P “ “
Shirley - 1 j **
Shrewsbury 10 2 8 - 1 - -
Shutesbury i i - “ ""
Somerset - 8 - “ ““
Southampton - 1 - - *- —
Southboro — 2 "
Southbridge 22 19 - - -- -
South Hadley o 9 6 —
Southwick l "* ** “
Spencer k 1 2 2
Sterling 1 ““
Stockbridge - i - - -• - -
Stoneh am h/ i 22 — — “
Stoughton 19 ~ 10 1 1 —
Stow - 2 - - — —
Sudbury - 1 — " "
Sturbridge - 1 - - - - -
Sunderland - 1 - —
Sutton - - “ - -
Swarms cott 30 - 1 - - -
Swansea - ) - -
- 55 -
num ber of Iresent employees
CLASSIFIED UNDER CIVIL SERVICE RULES
t
»
f
JURISDICTION f
t
t
LABOR SERVICE
t
1
1
1
!
f GRAND
f
1 Civilians »
1 1
1 Veterans '
I » Veteran ' s
}
1
f
TOTAL
1
'Male Female
t »
’Hale Female 1
Widow
!
Salisbury
Sandisfield
Sandwich ” “ “
Saugus 14- 1 1°
Scituate - "
2
1
2
135
70
Seekonk
Sharon
Sheffield
Shelburne
Shirley
3
11
1
2
I4
Shrewsbury
Shutesbury
Somerset
Southampton
Southboro
21
2
3
1
2
Southbridge
South Hadley 3 - 11
Southwick “
Spencer - ”
Sterling ~ - -
4o
30
1
9
l
Stockbri dge
Stoneham
Stoughton
Stow
Sudbury
1
30
31
2
1
Sturbridge
Sunderland
Sutton - ~
Swainpscott 12 - 15
Swansea “ “
1
1
9?
3
-  $ 6  -
NUMBER OF PRESENT EMPLOYEES 
CLASSIFIED UNDER CIVIL SERVICE RULES
JURISDICTION !
1
t
OFFICII.L SEPVICE
»
t Civilians
!
* Vote :-ans
jr
! Disabled »
? t T Veterans Veteran's
T T *r Widowt Male Female ' Male Female 'Male Female
Temoleton .1 1
Tewksbury 1 1 1 - - -
Tisbury 2 O - - - - -
Tyngsboro - 1 1 - - ~ ».
Upton 1 - - - - -
Uxbridge - 1
Wakefield 18 k 17 - 1 «
Walpole 10 1 8 - -
Ware il 1 6 « - ».
Warebam 20 8 10 - - - -
Warren 2 —
Watertown 109 120 F. l6 _
Wayland - 2 - - mm
Webster 26 3 11 «Wellesley 26 if k-2 - 1 ~ -
WeiIfleet _ l __ _
Wendell - 1 « — _
Westboro - 2 -
West Bridgewater O 6 I — .. __
West Brookfield - 1 - - - - -
Westford 2 l
Westhampt on - 1 -
West Newbury 1 - -
Weston 6 1 h — ..
Westport - 2 - - - -
West Springfield 28 5 58 2West Stockbridge 1 - —
Westwood
Weymouth
9 QJ
5
18
6 b 2
- -
Wh at ely i - - ~ ..
NUMBER OF PRESENT EMPLOYEES 
CLASSIFIED UNDER CIVIL SERVICE RULES
1
Î
JURISDICTION f 
1
t
LABOR SERVICE
1
!
t
!
1
f GRAND»
’ Civilians !
!
1 Veteranst
»
t
t Veteran's
1
»
t
TOTAL
Ï r ......
’Male Female
f
1 Male Female
t
1
Widow !?
Templeton
Tewksbury
Tisbury
Tyngsboro
Upton
2
3
k
2
1
Uxbridge 
Wakefield 
Walpole 
Ware 
Wareham
1
*+0
19
18
38
Warren
Watertown
Wayland
Webster
Wellesley
100 1 107
2
5 0 7
2
!+0
73
Wellfleet
Wendell
Westboro
West Bridgewater 
West Brookfield
1
1
2
10
1
Wes tf ord 
Westhampton 
West Newbury
Weston
Westport
1
1
Ik
2
West Springfield - - -
West Stockbridge - ~
Westwood - -
Weymouth 55 - 52
Whately - -
93
1
26
253
1
-  5 8  -
NUMBER OF PRESENT EMPLOYEES 
CLASSIFIED UNDER CIVIL SERVICE RULES
JURISDICTION
t
»
t
t
t
t
OFFICIAL SERVICE
T
! Civilians
t
!
* Vete
t
rans
! t
' Disabled ' 
1 Veterans 1 Veteran's 
Widowt
’ Male Female
T
’Male Female 1 Male
Î
Female !
Whi tman .. 3 2 - - - --
Wilbraham - 1 - — — “
Williams town - if 1 - —
Wilmington if 2 6 “ — —
Winchendon 2 2 h/ — mm “
Winchester 25 3 if ¡+ 1 2 - -
Winthrop 82 37 68 if if - —
Worthington - 2 - — *■
Wrentham 12 1 8 —
Yarmouth - 1 - — **
WELFARE DISTRICTS
Central Essex - ]. - - - -
Northern Berkshire 1 “ - — —
TOTALS
Commonwealth 3 , 6 0 9 5 , 5 3 0 if, 036 29I 852 28, 2
Cities 9 , 8 3 1 5 , 5 3 3 1 if, if 20 183 1,661 25 10
Towns 2, >f 5 5 716 2 ,2i+5 37 169 0 -
Welfare
Districts - 1 1 - - - -
TOTALS 1 5 , 8 9 5 11/780 20//02 511 2,682 56 12
GRAND TOTALS 51,638
59
NUMBER OF PRESENT EMPLOYEES 
CLASSIFIED UNDER CIVIL SERVICE RULES
JURISDICTION
»
»
I
t
»1
LABOR SERVICE
t
«
f
f
f
« GRAND1
* C iviliansi
i
fMale temalo
i >
» Veterans •
> i 
i t
•Male Female 1
Veteran•s 
Widow
» TOTAL
t
i
!1
Whitman - — • - 5
Wilbraham - - - - 1
Williamstown - - - - — 5
Wilmington - - - - - 12
Winchendon - — ** ** 11
Winchester _ - - - - 75
Winthrop 21 1 36 - - 253
Worthington - - - — •• 2
Wrentham - - - 21
Yarmouth - - - - — 1
WELFARE DISTRICTS
Central Essex — ~ - 1
Northern Berkshire 1
TOTALS
Commonwealth l , l 6H 2J+5 2,233 6 - 17,996
Cities 5,755 2,723 9,898 31 - 50,070
Towns 703 52 92*4 1 - 7,305
Welfare
D istricts - - - - - 2
TOTALS 7,622 3,020 13,055 38 - 75,373
GRAND TOTALS 23,735 75,373
EMPLOYEES DURING THE TEN YEARS ENDING NOVEMBER 30, I95O
f ~~ ..................... ~  ............. * "  '  !
Year ! 
!
Commonwealth Cities Towns Welfare Districts T
1
Totals
1950 17,996 50,07() 7,305 2 75,373
1999 16,658 97,212 6,66l - 70,531
I9lï 8 13,971 52,006 6,725 - 72,202
1911-7 12,396 93,983 6,329 - 62,703
1946 11,536 91,768 5,809 - 59,H3
19^5 10//68 37,851 5,227 - 53,896
19M+ 10,586 35,756 9,953 - 51,295
igll-3 10,357 39,988 )j ,<Qo - 99,527
1992 10,225 33,927 >1,597 - 98,799
19bl 11,252 35,379 9,372 - 50,998
APPOINTANTS BY CATEGORIES
Administra­-Agricul­ Construc­ Custodian Education Public Public Labor
tive and ture and tion, and ai d Health Safety Servie
Clerical Conserva­ Engineer­ Domestic Library and and
tion ing & Welfare Utilities
SERVICE Mechanical
Perm.Temp. Perm., Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm. Temp. Perm.Temp,
COLliON-
VEL LTH 565 279 13 6 312 178 57 9 10 9
CITIES
Attleboro 1 .. _ 1 _ _ _ __ 2
Beverly 1 - - - - - - - - 2
Boston 98 29 — - 66 rt! ¿.l\ 180 3
BrocKton 4 1 — — 1 - 3 - 3
Cambridge Q✓ 2 - - 5 - 2 - - 30
Chelsea - — — — 2 — 1 1 - i4
Chicopee 4 — — — 2 — 1 - — 7
Everett 4 - - - 1 - - o0 2 11
Fall River 10 2 — — 7 - ? 15 - 11
Fitchburg 3 - — — 5 - 2 7 2 4
Gardner - — — — 2 — - — - —
Gloucester — — — — — — 2 4 — —
Haverhill 5 - — — 1 — 3 4 — —
Holyoke 1 — — — 6 — 2 3 — —
Lav/rence 3 — 1 — 3 - 8 — 3 —
Leominster - — — — — 3 3 — —Lowell 8 9J — — 6 2 4 8 — 3Lynn 8 3 - — 3 1 8 3 — 7Malden 7 - - — 3 3 8 4 — —
Marlboro — — — — _ _ _
Medford 2 1 — — 1 — 10 4 _ 6Melrose 3 - - — - — 3 — — —
Perm
162
1
0
D
9
1
1
6
5
1
1
5
10
1
;emp. Perm.Temp. Perm. 'Temp. rerm. Temp. Total
48 256 20 121 376 1496 918 2414
- 19 - L 3 2o £ 31
- 2 - 16 27 21 29 50
<•0 252 6 352 847 45o 1303
- 16 - 5 90 35 94 129
- 27 - 36 155 88 187 275
- 7 - 1 02 12 18 30
- 4 - 21 19 32 26 58
- 26 2 9 88 43 104 147
- 30 - 18 43 78 71 149
- 6 - 14 43 32 54 86
- Ó 1 14 24 27 25 52
— 11 - rj1 64 20 68 88
- 7 - — 17 8 28‘-2
- 4 1 10 84 24 88 112
1 18 — 21 109 62 110 172
- 8 - 8 21 19 24 43
- 17 - 26 52 71 68 139
- 7 10 18 102 45 126 171
1 5 - 12 38 38 46 84
- 2 - 2 8 4 8 12
1 8 1 2 20 23 33 56
- 5 3 - - 17 3 206
C 'J
APPOINTMENTS BY CATEGORIES
v o
SERVICE
Administra-Agricul- 
tive and ture and 
Cle rical Conserva­
tion
Construc­
tion, 
Engineer­
ing &
Mechanical
Custodian
and
Domestic
Education
and
Library
Public
Health
and
Welfare
Public
Safety
and
Utilities
Labor 
Servie e
Totals
Perm.Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm. Temp. Total
CITIES
(Cont.)
New
Bedford 15 6 1 — 5 1 3 6 - - 6 - 35 2 35 128 100 143 243
Newburyport 1 — — - T_ - - - - - - - - - - 2 - 2
Newton 4 1 — — 2 1 5 -L - 13 3 - 11 2 28 62 53 80 133
North Adams 3 — — « 2 — 2 1 - - 2 1 - 1 11 10 20 13 33
Northampton — — — — - - — 1 - JL - 4 - 2 7 8 oÍ 15
Peabody 1 _ — — 5 — 12 3 - - 2 - 9 - 6 6 35 9 44
Pittsfield 5 _ — — 4 - 2 1 - - 4 - 21 - 45 10 81 11 92
Quincy 22 — — 1 - 5 8 1 3 1 19 - 34 111 84 121 205
Revere 3 — — — — 1 2 5 - - - - 43 - - 37 48 43 91
Salem 1 _ — 1 — 6 2 6 7 1 - 6 - - - 21 o 30
Somerville 1 _ 3 — — - 24 - 2 - 1 - 5 33 35 34 69
Springfield 23 2 1 5 4 35 - - 51 8 2 30 19 78 181 179 260 439
Taunton nX 1 _ 5 — 4 - - - - - 11 2 7 42 28 45 73
Waltham 2 — — 4 — 8 1 - 6 4 - 7 4 24 36 49 47 96
Vie st field — — — _ - — - 10 1 - 15 - 1 15 17 25 42
Woburn _ _ — — — — 2 — - 4 - - 8 2 - - 10 6 16
Worcester 11 1 - - 12 2 10 2 51 - 6 2 4 1 153 74 247 82 329
TOWNS
Abington — — _ _ — — — - — — 3 - - - 3 - 3
Adams — — - - - - 3 - - - - - 1 - - - 4 - 4
cnvo APPOINTMENTS BY CATEGORIES
SERVICE
Administra-Agricul- 
tive and ture and 
Clerical Conserva­
tion
Construc­
tion, 
Engineer­
ing & 
Mechanical
Custodian
and
Domestic
Education
and
Library
Public
Health
and
Welfare
Public
Safety
and
Utilities
Labor 
Servie e
Totals
Perm.Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm.Temp. Fern.Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm. Temp. Total
TOWNS
(Cont. )
Amesbury - - - 1 - - - -
Andover - - - - 1 - - — —
Arlington 3 - - - - - 1 1 -
Auburn 1 - - - - - — — —
Barnstable - - - - - - - -
Bedford - - - - - - - -
Belmont - - - - - - - -
Billerica - - - - - 2 - -
Bourne - - - - - - - - -
Braintree - - - - - - - -
Brookline 14 - - - 5 1 2 1 -
Buckland - - - - - - - -
Canton - - - - - - - - -
Charlemont - — - - - - - - -
Chelmsford - - - — - - - - -
Clinton — — - l — - - -
Cohasset — - - - - - - -
Danvers — - - - - - - -
Dedham — — - — - - - -
Easthampton - - - - - - - - -
East
Longmeadow - - - - - - - - -
— — — 3 2 - - 4 2 6
— — — 1 - - 2 - 2
5 - - 32 2 9 88 45 96 141
— — — — - I - 1
— — - 1 — - - 1 — 1
— 1 - - - - - 1 - 1
- - - 3 - - - - ?
- - - 3 - - 12 5 12 17
- - - 1 - - - 1 — 1
— — — — 2 - - - 9<£ 2
24 - - 2 31 14 36 37 95 132
- 1 - - - - - 1 - 1
- - - 20 - - - 20 - 20
— 1 - - - - 1_L - 1
- - - 1 - - - 1 - 1
- - - 3 - - - 4 - 4
- - - 1 - - - 1 - 1
- - - 4 2 - - 4 2 6
- - - 3 - o 8 5 8 13
- 1 - - - 1 23 2 23 25
_ 1 _ _ 1 — 1
APPOINTMENTS BY CATEGORIES
VO
Administra­-Agricul­ Construc­ Custodian Education Public Public Labor
tive and ture and tion, and and Health Sa f et y Se rvice
Clerical Conserva­ Engineer­ Domestic Library and and
tion ing & Welfare Utilities
SERVICE Mechanical
Perm.Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm. Temp. Total
TOWNS 
(Cont «)
Falmouth - - - — - - — - - - - - 7 - - - 7 — 7
Foxborough - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 - - - 3 — 3Framingham - - - - - - - - - - 1 - 13 - - - 14 — 14Franklin 1 ~ - - - - — - - - - - - 1 2 - 3 1 4Greenfield - - - - - - - - - 1 - 2 - - - ? — 3Hingham - - - - - - - - - - 1 - 3 1 - - 4 1 5Holbrook 1 - - - - - - — — - - - 1 - - - 2 _ 2
Holden — - - — - - - - - — ~ — 1 - - - 1 1
Hudson 1 2 - - 1 <1 3Lexington - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - 1 « 1Lynnfi eld - - - - 1 - - - - - — — — - - — 1 1
Marblehead - - - - - - - - - - — — 4 — — _ 4 _ 4Maynard - - - - - - - - - - - — 3 - — — 3 _ 3Medfield 1 - — — - - - — — — 1 — — — — < . _ 2Methuen - - - - 1 - - — — — — — A 1 1 11 6 12 18
Milford - - — — — — — — — — __ 5 _ 5 5
Milton - - - - - - - 1 - - 1 — 7 _ 1 11 9 12 21Monson - - - — — — — — — — 1 __ _ 1 _ 1Nahant - — — — — — — __ __ _ _ . 1 __ _ _ 1 1Nantucket - - - - - - — — _ _ _ 1 _ 1 1
Natick - - - — - — — — — _ _ 10 _ _ 10 10Needham - - - - - - - - - - 1 - 1 - — — 1 — 1
LPvVO
APPOINTMENTS BY CATEGORIES
Administ ra-Agri cul- Construe- Custodian Education Public Public Labor
tive and ture and tion, and and Health Safety Servie e
Clerical Conserva- Engineer- Domestic Library and and
tion ing & Welfare Utilities
SERVICE Mechanical Totals
Perm.Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm. Temp. Perm. Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm. Temp. Total
TOWNS 
(Cont.)
North
Andover — - - - - - - - - - 3 - - - 3 - 3
North
Reading — - - - - - - - - 1 - - - — — i — 1
Norwood - — - - - - 2 4 1 - -}-U - 8 4 3 12 15 20 35
Pembroke - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 - 1X
Province-
town - - - - - - - - - - - - — — i — 1
Randolph - — — — - — - - - - 1 - 1 - - - 2 - 2
Saugus 1 — - — - 2 - - - - - 3 - 3 4 9 4 13
Scituate - — — — - - - - - - - - 6 - “ 6 6
Shrewsbury - — - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - 1 - 1
Shutesbury - — — — — — - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 - 1
Southbridge - — — — _ — — - - - - - - 1 - - - 1 1
South
Hadley - _ — — — — — - - - - 1 - 4 - 5 - 5
Southwick - — — — — — — — - 1 - - - - - 1 - 1
Stoneham _ _ _ — — — — — — — - 2 - - - 2 - 2
Stoughton — — — — - - - - - - - 2 - - - 2 - 2
Sudbury - - — - - - - - - - 1X - 1 - - - 2 - 2
Swampscott - - — - - - - - - - - - 6 - - - 6 — 6
Wakefield - — — - — — - - — — - — p — — — 1 — 1
Walpole - - - - - - - - - - - 4 - - - 4 - 4
■'•OVO
APPOINTMENTS BY CATEGORIES
Administra­-Agricul­ Construc- Custodian Education Public Public Labortive and ture and t ion, and and Health Safety Servie e
Clerical Conserva­ Engineer­ Domestic Library and and
tion ing & 'Welfare UtilitiesSERVICE Mechanical
Perm.Temp, Perm.Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm. Temp. Total
TOWNS
(Cont.)
Ware - -
Wareham 1 -
Watertown 1
Wellesley -
West 
Spring- 
field
Weston -
Westwood -
Weymouth - -
Whitman 1
Williams- 
 ^burg
Winchester - -
Winthrop 1 -
W ELFARE
DISTRICTS
Central
Berkshire
Northern
Berkshire
3
1
5 2
1
1 -
1 - 1 -
3 -
9 2
1 -
2
ó -
- 2  2
14 1
5
13
2
- 1 - i
- 1 - i
14 1Ó 16 32
-
/u L - 4
- 9 2 11
- 1 - 1
- 2 - 2
10 19 10 29
- 1 - 1
— — 1
- 2 2 4
5 20 6 26
1 1 1
1 1 1
APPOINTMENTS BY CATEGORIES
-C~-o
SERVICE
Admini stra- 
tive and 
Clerical
-Agricul­
ture and 
Conserva­
tion
Construc-
ti on, 
Engineer­
ing & 
Mechanical
Custodian
and
Domestic
Education
and
Library
Public
Health
and
Welfare
Public
Safety
and
Utilities
Labor
Service
Tot;als
Perm.Temp» Perm.Temp. Perm.Tempo Perm. Temp. Perm.Temo© Perm.Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm.Temp. Perm..Temp .Total
COMMON­
WEALTH
565 279 13 6 312 178 57 9 10 2 162 48 256 20 12 1 376 1496 918 24i4
CITIES 263 53 2 1 165 22 187 269 92 195 I53 32 7 1I 6l 1025 1953 259S 2586 5184
TOWNS 26 - - - 14 1 17 9 2 29 23 - 228 54 60 236 370 329 699
WELFARE
DISTRICI’S - - - - - - - 2 - - - - 2 - 2
TOTALS 854 332 15 7 4-91 201 261 237 104 226 340 80 1195 135 1206 2565 4466 3833 8299
GRAND
TOTALS II86 22 692 548 330 420 I33O 3771 8299
These figures are available for 3/4 of the year only»
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NUMBER OF REQUISITIONS RECEIVED 
(per month)
3OC
280
2Ó0C
220C
2000
I800
1600
llf00
1200
1000
80c
600
t+00
200
I95O
- 69 -
NUMBER OF PERSONS CERTIFIED 
(per month)
gooc 
84-0 
780 < 
720 
66 
600c 
54oc 
4 8ot 
4 2 0 0  
3600 
300c 
24 0' 
1800 
1200 
6c 
c
7 o
NUMBER OF APPOINTMENTS 
(per month)
1200
1120
10^0
960
88O
BOO
!
720 
6ko 
5 6 0  
*+8o 
4oo 
3 2 0  
2¡+0 
1 6 0  
8 0  
0 (
I
'.- I
11
-L-I-
■'1 !
1 t
i r
.1 !
' I iI
n
¡ j
J ;
i-:'\
• LP
I'-
r> -,
hi
: !
120(
1120
10!K
9 6 0  
8 8 0  
8 0 0  
7 2 0  
6 V: 
5 6 0  
1 + 8 0  
1 + 0 0  
320
2¡+;
1 6 0
8 0
0
19^1 1 9 ^ 2  1 9 ^ 3  1 9 I4 I+  1 9 1 + 5  1 9 1 + 6  1 / 1 7 19^3 I9I+9 D F A J A 0
J M M J 3 N
I960
NUMBER OF APPLICATIONS RECEIVED
(pei’ month)
1 1 2 5 0
IO 5 O O
°75°
Q000 
3250 
7500 
6750 
6000 
5250 
5^00 
3750 
3000 
2250 
1500 
750 
0
19*11 1942 19*13 1944 19*15 19*16 1347 19*18 i9*+9 d f a J a 0
n.
1 -l!1
if
jA;
J M M J 3 N
1950
112;
101
5 7 LC
s 00:
825*’
75 OG
675 c
6ooi
525V
4^0
37'
30
222
150
750
0
72 -
NUMBER OF EXAMINATIONS HELD 
(per nonth)
